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I. nraRODucnoN 
A. Concept of Combining Tests of I^otbeses 
In the classical theoiy of hypothesis testing, a single null hypoth­
esis is tested against a specified alternative with the objective 
to obtain a decision (accept-reject) about the hypothesis . If a test 
rejects when the hypothesis is true, the resulting error is called a 
type I error. If a test fails to reject "sdien the hypothesis is false, 
the error is referred to as a type II error. Ideally, the researcher 
desires then a test procedure for which the probability of both the type 
I and type II error are zero. Unfortunately, this cannot be achieved 
since, for a fixed sample size, the modification of a test to decrease the 
probability of one of the errors vill increase the probability of the 
other. ïïierefore, the general procedure is to control or bound the prob­
ability of a type I error, and to use a test that has smallest type II 
error. 
In practice, a researcher may wish to consider simultaneously more 
than one null hypothesis. It is convenient then to think of the individual 
hypotheses as members in a "family" of hypotheses. In addition to the type 
I and type II errors for the individual hypotheses, there are numerous 
other errors that can be defined for the problem of hypothesis testing in 
this family framework. MUer (1966) discusses and gives an interpretation 
of many of these error concepts. Die error most relevant to the problems 
we consider is the "family type I error; " A family type I error results 
whenever a null hypothesis about the family is rejected when all the 
2 
individual null hypotheses are true. To illustrate the concept of a family 
type I error and also three different viewpoints that a given researcher 
can take of the family of hypotheses, assume we have a family consisting 
of k individual hypotheses (i=l, ...,k) 
The first viewpoint is where the researcher desires a single decision 
atout the family as an aggregate and is not concerned with a decision 
about the individual members (hypotheses) of the family. In this context 
the problem is not greatly different from the classical problem of hypoth­
esis testing. Bie only distinction between the two is that here the 
hypothesis is viewed as consisting of a family of individual hypotheses. 
Bae evidence against the individual hypotheses , derived from sample 
data, is then "combined" to obtain a single decision about the family. In 
many cases, an "optimal" test exists for the when they are consid­
ered separately. A test of the hypotheses as a family is then derived by 
combining the individual test statistics or the significance level of the 
sample data computed from the known distributions of these test statistics. 
Note that the family type I error in this situation is committed when the 
family null hypothesis is rejected and the are all true. 
dhe second viewpoint is where a decision is desired about the indiv­
idual hypotheses, or some grouping of them, but the probability of a family 
type I error, called the family error rate, is required to be less than 
seme specified level. A family type I error occurs in this case if any 
of the individual are rejected when they are all true. In this 
situation, we are not concerned with combining the individual hypotheses 
to reach a single decision, as in the earlier case, but the tests are 
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considered simultaneously with the individual levels of significance 
altered so that the family error rate is controlled. 
Finally, the researcher may wish to make a decision about the individ­
ual hypotheses simultaneously, but he takes the viewpoint that there is 
no reason to alter the significance levels of an individual test simply 
because other tests are also performed. However, despite his reluctance 
to control the family error rate, he may still be interested in knowing 
its level when the tests are considered together. 
The problem of hypothesis testing when considered from the first two 
viewpoints falls into the category of simultaneous inference. In the 
third case, a slight recognition of the problem as belonging to simultane­
ous inference is suggested by the interest in the family error rate. 
(Die individual hypotheses composing a family can be either indepen­
dent or dependent. If the individual tests of significance are indepen­
dent, the family error rate is easily controlled when the test of the 
hypotheses as a family is based upon the computed significance levels. If 
the individual test statistics are combined to obtain a single test statis­
tic, the distribution of the derived statistic is typically unknown or not 
readily evaluated and the family error rate thus more difficult to control. 
Similarly, if the tests are dependent, determination of the family error 
rate requires the evaluation of a multivariate distribution function. 
Hence, it is generally quite difficult to confute this error rate. How­
ever, inequalities associating the multivariate distribution function with 
the related univariate distribution functions are frequently utilized to 
control the level of the family error rate. 
h 
B. Statement of the Problems 
We consider three different problems in simultaneous inference on the 
combination of statistical tests of significance. 
In Chapter III, the power of foiir procedures for combining indepen­
dent tests of significance is investigated for the problem of testing k 
means equal to specified values in normal populations with unknown and 
unequal variances. The four tests considered are (l) Fisher's test, 
(2) the equiprobable or union-intersection test, (3) a test based on the 
likelihood ratio, and (4) a "studentized" test. 3he problem is seen to be 
equivalent to the multivariate problem of testing that the mean vector is 
a given vector when the covariance is unknown but diagonal. Our inter­
pretation of the problem is essentially from the first viewpoint described 
in Section A, i.e., a single decision is required with the family error 
rate controlled. 
In (Chapter IV, a series expression is derived for the probability 
function 
and a^ , a^ , fj^ , and fg are known constants. Applications 
include the computation of the family error rate for two tests of signif­
icance involving the ratio of chi square random variables with a common 
denominator, and the evaluation of error rates •when a selected contrast 
of means is tested with a preliminary test for the equality of means. 
Finally, in Chapter V, we investigate two model building procedures in 
5 
regression by considering the probability that the procedure leads to the 
"correct" or "true" model. Both are deletion procedures and the tests of 
significance utilized to select a model are logically considered simultane­
ously. Our primary concern in the investigation is the determination of 
the sample size required to assure that the probability of correct selec­
tion is a specified level. 
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II. REVIEW OF COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES 
In this chapter, we summarize some well-known distributional proper­
ties and computational procedures for the chi square, F , and Student's 
t distribution -sâiich are applicable to problems that arise in Chapters 
III throu^ V. Hhe intent is not to provide an extensive survey of the 
known properties and procedures for these distributions. Hiis would in 
fact be an impossibility here in view of the vast amount of literature 
on these topics. Bie excellent four volume sequence of books on dis­
tribution functions authored by Johnson and Eotz (1969, 1970a, 1970b, 
1972) provides a de+ailed coverage of the better known distribution func­
tions. An inrpoirtant feature of the books is the list of references 
included at the end of each chapter. 
Since we will be confronted with the evaluation of expressions involv­
ing both the distribution functions and their inverses, computational 
procedures for each are considered. 
A. Univariate Central Distributions 
1. Chi square 
Bae chi square probability density function (p.d.f. ), denoted by 
g^(*) , is 
g^ (x) = [2^  r(iv)]"^   ^ X > 0 , (2.1) 
where v is the degrees of freedom. Ihe cumulative distribution function 
(c.d.f.) is 
7 
G^(x) - r [2' r(r)]'^ e'zf dy , x > 0 , (2.2) 
where r=^ . Integrating by parts in Equation 2.2, we have the recur­
rence relation 
1 - G^(x) = 1 - G^_g(x) + [2^1 r(r)]"^ x^-^ e"^^ . (2.3) 
If V is even, repeated use of the relation given by Equation 2.3 yields 
1 - G^(x) = T{r - 3 + 1)]"^ . (2.4) 
Letting i=r-j in Equation 2.4 and changing the order of summation, an 
alternate series expression for v even is seen to be 
1 - G^(x) = i^(èx)^ e'^^'/lti + 1) . (2.5) 
The chi square distribution is seen from Equation 2.1 to be a member 
of the gamma family of distribution functions, dhus, the evaluation of 
the probability function G^(*) has historically been of intei^jst not 
only because of its importance in tests of hypothesis, but in part due to 
the fact that the probability function of other members of the gamma family 
can be computed as a transformation of the chi square distribution. 
A very accurate evaluation of G^(-) on the digital computer for 
integer degrees of freedom is given by Hill and Pike (1967). The procedure 
they propose utilizes the relation given by Equation 2-3' 
Perhaps the best known procedure for computing G^( * ) is the Wilson-
Hilferty (1931 ) approximation given by 
G^(x) = ${[(x/v)^/^ - 1 + 2/(9v)](9v/2)^} (2.6) 
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where $(•) denotes the standard normal c.d.f. Utilizing Equation 2.6, 
the Wilson-Hilferty approximation to percentage points of the chi square 
distribution is obtained as 
Die approximation given by Equation 2.7 has been found to be very accurate 
for its simplicity. 
Finally, the following well-known property of the chi square distri­
bution, frequently stated by Johnson and Kotz (l970a, 1970b), will prove 
useful in subsequent chapters: 
2. F distribution 
If and Xg are independent chi square random variables with 
and Vg degrees of freedom, respectively, then the random variable 
has a central F distribution with and degrees of freedom.. Die 
p.d.f. of this distribution is 
X^(p) = [$"^(p) [2/(9v)]2 + 1 - 2 / ( 9 v ) f  V (2.7) 
where 
P = PrCxJ < X^(P)]-
(2.8) 
f , s > 0 , 
(2.9) 
where ' ^2 ^^2 ' B(r^, r^ ) denotes the beta function with 
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parameters r^ and r^ . 3he c.d.f. is then given by 
' f , . > 0 . (2.10) 
Many approximations to F ( • ) are available including those obtained 
by utilizing approximations to the chi square random variables (e.g., 




V u = 
Vj + v^s 
and ly^r^/Tg) denotes the incomplete beta function -with parameters r^ 
and r^ . Routines for computing this function are included in libraries 
at most computer installations. Biese routines are very accurate over 
most ranges of u , r^ , and r^ , with the possible exception of the 
end points u=0 and u=l 
Unfortunately, the conçjutation of percentage points of the F distri­
bution (incomplete beta) has proven very difficult, partially due to the 
large number of parameters present. As a result, the usual procedure is 
to utilize an algorithm to find the root of the non-linear equation 
(s) - p = 0 
with F^ ^ (s) evaluated using Equation 2.11. Since the c.d.f. is a 
reasonably well-behaved function, this approach has generally proved 
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adequate. Qhe greatest difficulty arises -when p is close to zero or one 
because of the "flatness" of the c.d.f. for values of s in these regions, 
as well as the decreased accuracy of incomplete beta routines when p=0 
or p=l . 
Finally, we note the following limiting properties of an F random, 
variable which are direct consequences of Equation 2.8: 
\/Vi , as CO (a.s.) , (2.12) 
and 
, as = (a.s.) . (2.13) 
3. Student's t 
If Z and are independently distributed random variables with 
Z having a standard normal distribution and a central chi square dis­
tribution with V degrees of freedom, then the random variable 
T ^—r 
(xyv)-
has Student's t distribution. Qhe p.d.f. of T is 
h^(t) = [v"2 B(-|,|v)]~^ (1 + , -co < t < CO , (2.14) 
from, which, the c.d.f. is defined as 
t 
H^(t) = J h^(y)dy , -00 < t < œ . (2.I5) 
— 
Since has an F distribution with 1 and v degrees of free­
dom, H^( ' ) can also be computed via the following relationship to the 
11 
incomplete beta function: 
H^(t) =. 
èCl - t < 0 , 
èCl + ; t > 0 , 
(2.16) 
where 
A veiy accurate procedure that provides at least five figure accuracy and 
Hill(l970a). He utilizes three separate approximations applicable to the 
regions 
(i) V > 20 and all except very large values of t , 
(ii) small v > 1 and moderate t , 
(iii) large t . 
Hill (1970b) also presented a very accurate procedure for computing per­
centage points of the t distribution. Hhe procedure actually determines 
the inverse of 
by utilizing two different approximations according to the value of v 
has proven quite practical for use in computing H^( • ) was proposed by 
1 - H^(t) 
and p=H^(t) . At least six figure accuracy is obtained over most regions 
of V and p 
Using Equation 2.8 , we see that 
T-*-Z , as V—>-co (a.s.) (2.17) 
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Hence, for large v , ) is very closely approximated by the stan­
dard normal c.d.f. $(•) • Diis c.d.f. was also used in the approxima­
tion by Wilson-Hilferty for the chi square distribution given by Equation 
2.6. It also appears in numerous other approximations of distribution 
functions, dhus, althou^ we will not actually discuss the function 
§(•) , we note that due to its importance there have been many close 
approximations to this function proposed. 
B. Univariate Ubn-central Distributions 
1. Non-central chi square 
If ...,Z^ are independently distributed normal random variables 
with means ..., , respectively, and unit variances, then 
has a non-central chi square distribution with v degrees of freedom and 
non-centrality parameter . Die p.d.f. of (X) can be ex­
pressed as a mixture of central chi square p.d.f. 's as 
g^(xlX) = exp(-T)/ô.'] , X > 0 , (2.18) 
where T=gX and defined by Equation 2.1. Similarly, the 
c.d.f. is given as 
G^(x|X) = exp(-T)/j;] G^2j(x) , x > 0 . (2.19) 
Hie approximation of G^(*|X) has attracted considerable attention. 
Bie best known technique, proposed by Patnaik (19^9)^ approximates the 
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distribution of X' (X ) by the distribution of the random variable cX 
V T] 
where X^ denotes a central chi square with n degrees of freedom. Hhe 
constants c and T| are determined so that the first two moments of 
X^(X) and cX^ are equal. Bae appropriate values are 
c = V + 2\ 
V + X 
and 
^ V + 2X . 
Pearson (l959) proposed a similar approximation in tdiich the first three 
moments are equated to the moments of the random variable c'X , + b' 
n 
Numerous other approximations exist that are considerably more complicated 
than Patnaik's. Since the accuracy of Patnaik's approximation (an error 
of no more than one decimal digit in the second significant figure in most 
cases) has proven to be satisfactory in many applications, its siiig)licity 
has made it quite attractive for practical use. We will make extensive 
use of this approximation in subsequent chapters. 
Patnaik's approximation can also be utilized in the confutation of 
percentage points of the non-central chi square. From the approximation, 
we have 
< x] = Pr[X^ < x/c] . 
Hence, the non-central percentage point can be obtained as cX"^(p) where 
n 
X~^(p) denotes the 100*p percentage point of the central chi square 
distribution with t] degrees of freedom. 
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Hie following limits of G^(-jX) will prove very useful in Chapters 
III to V: 
lim G (xlX) = 0 , 
where x is fixed. 
2. Non-central F 
Let X' (X) and X be independently distributed random variables 
Vi Vg 
where X' (X) has a non-central chi square distribution with v. degrees 
Vi ± 
of freedom and non-centrality param.eter X and X a central chi square 
^2 
distribution with Vg degrees of freedom. Die random variable 
then has a non-central F distribution with and Vg degrees of 
freedom and non-centrality parameter X . 
Since it is generally easier to work with the chi square random 
variables in theory, we consider the p.d.f. of 
Y'(X) = ^  S'(X) = X' (X)/X 
Vi Vg 
instead of the p.'d.f. of S'(X). Using the series expansion for the non-
central chi square given by Equation 2.l8, the p.d.f. of V'(X) can be 
expressed as 
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f(v|X) = exp(-T)/jJ] [B(r^ + (2.23) 
rv+j-l -(r^+r +j) 
•V (l + v) , V > 0 ^ 
where and c.d.f. of the non-central F random 
variable S'(X) can be defined in terms of the p.d.f. given by Equation 
2.23 as follows: 
Because of its importance in camputing the power of the usual analysis of 
variance test, F' ('jX) has been rather extensively tabled. !I3ie 
Vi^Vg 
first such tables were published by Tang (1938) and are readily available 
in many textbooks. Numerous approximations to F' (• |X) have also 
been proposed with the best known given by Patnaik (19^9)- Patnaik approx­
imates the distribution of S*(X) by the distribution of the random 
variable c'S where S denotes a central- F random variable. 
The constants c' and r| are determined so that the first two moments 
of S'(X) and c'S agree. Since X' (X) and X are indepen-
dent, the approximation is equivalent to simply approximating the non-
central chi square X'^ (X) by cX^ as before where c and r| are 
given by Equation 2.20. Bie constants c' and c are related by 
^'v ,v (s|k) = PrCS'(X) < s] (2.24) 
= Pr[V'(X) < sv^/v^] 
= r f(v| X) dv , s > 0 . 
c' = cti/v^ 
l6 
and, hence, 
V- + X 
C = — . (2.25) 
a 
As mentioned earlier, Patnaik's approximation to the non-central chi 
square is fairly accurate in view of its sinç>licity. dhe same is true for 
the approximation to the non-central F and we appeal to its use in later 
chapters. 
For fixed s , the following limiting properties are noted for use 
later: 
lim F' (s|X) = G- (six) , (2.26) 
V2-»-coV^2 ^1 
and 
lim F' (s|\) =0 , s > 0 , 
\-^coV^2 -
•sdiere ( -1A.) is given by Equation 2.I9. 
3. Non-central Student 's t 
A survey of the properties and computational procedures for the non-
central t distribution is given by Owen (1968). In the problems we 
consider, the distribution that has an important role is the non-central 
t^ distribution. Although we could utilize the procedures discussed by 
Owen to evaluate the c.d.f. of the non-central t^ , the accuracy obtained 
via these procedures is not required in our problems. Hence, we choose to 
evaluate the non-central t^ distribution as a special case of the non-
central F distribution utilizing the approximation given in the previous 
section. 
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C. A Multivariate F Distribution 
Let X denote independently distributed chi square random 
variables with degrees of freedom, respectively, and define 
^ 3 ' ^  C3=l.--A) . 
Hie multivariate distribution function of the F^ can be written in the 
integral form 
" k r_l 
Pr(F^ < f^, F^ < f^) = ^ ^ y ^  e2p(-y)/r(r^) dy] (2.27) 
• ezp(-2)/r(r) dz 
where 
r = |v , 
and 
b. = f v./v for j=l,...,k . 
0 J 3 
We require the evaluation of this function in Chapters IV and V. 
A method for numerically evaluating the probability function given by 
Equation 2.27 which we have found to be of practical use for k as large 
as five was proposed by Amos and Bulgren (1972). In their procedure, 
Mos and Bulgren utilize the fact that the joint p.d.f. in Equation 2.27 
is "bell-shaped" having a unique maxiTmim to derive a reasonably fast 
18 
method of evaluating the joint c.d.f. via quadrature. After determining 
the approximate location of the maximum and estimating a sub-interval 
length, quadratures over the sub-intervals in both directions from the 
maximum are summed until a relative error stopping criteria is satisfied. 
Mien k equals two and is even, their procedure yields the series 
expression obtained by Tiao and Guttman (1965) 
ri-3 w ^ . (2-28) 
where 
u = b^/(l + b^) , 
V = bg/fl + bg) , 
eind 
y = bg/(l + + bg) . 
Bie sequence of incomplete beta functions are conveniently computed using 
the algorithm by Gautschi (1964). 
The non-central analogue of the c.d.f. given by Equation 2.27 is 
P- = Pr[F{(X^) <f^, <'f^] . (2.29) 
The evaluation of this probability function is possible by Amos and Bul-
gren's procedure if we approximate each non-central F via Eatnaik's 




Pr[F^ < ' " " ; 5 (2-30) 
\diere cj is given "by 
c '. = 
V. + 
— V (j-1;' • • f  
and "by 
(v. + X ) 
= —si iL 
2 
" V- + 2\. (j-l,...,k) . 
J J 
Equation 2.30 is exactly of the form considered by Amos and Bolgren with 
cut-off points equal to f./c'. (j=l, ...,k) . 
<] J 
Diis procedure for computing the non-central multivariate distribu­
tion function may seem to be a somewhat liberal use of Patnaik's approxima­
tion. However, we now show that the maximum error of the approximation is 
essentially bounded by K-M idiere M < 1 denotes the maximum absolute 
error in approximation for the univariate non-central chi square. By the 
independence of the chi square random variables. Equation 2.29 can be 
written in the integral form 
P' = ^  jSl < x.fj'vy\)] g^(x) dx . (2.31) 
Utilizing Patnaik's approximation for Pr[X'.(A.-) < x f .v ./v] , we have 
J J J J 
Pr[X'(X ) < X f.vVv] = Pr[X <x f-T^VCvc')] + e (x) (2.32) 
V V t) V T|^ (J V cl V 
J 
where G^(x) denotes the error in the approximation for x fixed. Sub­
stituting Equation 2.32 in 2.31 yields 
20 
P' ^ Gj(z)} g^(x) dx . (2.33) 
Expanding the product in Equation 2.33 and ignoring terms involving powers 
of e(x) greater than one (recall that e(x) is at most approximately 
0.01 ), Equation 2.33 can "be written as 
P' jii < X f'jT^/Cvcj)] g^(x) dx (2.34) 
* Idli.®3<==' ik ^ • 
Since |e^(x)| <M , we can conclude 
OD . CO 
Î" < J j5i Ar[X^_ < X g^(x) dx + IcM I g^(x) dx 
œ 
= / Pr[X < X f Ti./(vc )] g (x) dK + kM . 
^ J-J- Tlj — J 'J J V 
(Elus, the error of Patnaik ' s approximation would be less than kM "where 
M , as mentioned earlier, has been found to be less than 0.01 . 
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III. CCMBmTION OF INDEPEITOEÏÏT TESTS OF SIGNIFICMCE 
A. Introduction 
Let -J,...^ (i=l,2, ...,k) denote k mutually independent 
random sangles from N(n^,cr|) where both and of are unknown. In 
this chapter we compare the power of four combination procedures for test­
ing the hypothesis 
= c^ (i=l,2,... ,k) 
against the alternative 
c^ for at least one i , 1 < i < k 
where the of are not assumed equal and the c^ are known constants. 
Without loss of generality, let c^ = 0 . Hhe four tests considered are 
(l) Fisher's test, (2) the equiprobable or union-intersection test, (3) a 
test based on the likelihood ratio, and (^) a "studentized" test. 
Each test procedure is admissible and all are exact level a tests 
except for the likelihood ratio procedure. 
B. Review of the literature 
iïhe general problem of ccmbining independent tests of significance 
has been studied by many individuals, although in some instances somewhat 
indirectly. 
E. A. Fisher (1932) was apparently the first to describe a procedure 
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for combining individually observed significance levels of sample data 
from independent experiments to "obtain a single test of the significance 
of the aggregate." His procedure of using the product of the individual 
significance levels is the basis of Fisher's test that is described in 
Section C and included in our study. 
Independently of Fisher, Karl Pearson (1933) proposed a test for ran­
domness, that utilized observed probabilities of independent sample data, 
and noted its application to "combined" tests. His procedure, however, is 
based on the product of one minus the significance levels rather than the 
product suggested by Fisher.-
The efficiency of Fisher's test -when testing the same null hypothesis 
and assuming equal sample sizes was investigated by E, S. Pearson (1938) 
via the probability integral transformation. Wallis (19^2) verfied, using 
a somewhat non-mathematical argument, the correctness of Fisher's statement 
on the distribution of minus two times the natural logarithm of the product 
of individual significance levels. He also illustrated that for a particu­
lar example the region of Fisher's test is "not radically different from 
the ideal region. " . 
Other test procedures available include a test based on the TniniTmiTn 
individual significance level, see Uppett (l93l), and the test considered 
by Wilkinson (1951) "^Aiich uses the r^^ smallest significance level with r 
being any preselected integer between 1 and k , the nimber of levels 
. ' X' 
being combined. Bie eguiprobable test we consider is essentially Wilkin­
son's test with r equal to 1 , i.e., Tippett's test. 
Bimbaum (1955) proves that among tests of hypotheses where the under­
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lying distribution has Kbopman's form, given by 
f(x,e) = c(8)a(8)^^^^b(x) , 
a necessary condition for admissibility of a test is that the acceptance 
region, based on the test statistics, be convex. He also characterizes 
testing problems for •vdiich convexity of the acceptance region is also a 
sufficient condition for admissibility. îhe problem of combining two 
independent tests on the means of normal distributions with known vari­
ances is one example of a problem in this class. For this problem, 
Birnbaum (195^) illustrates the acceptance regions of Fisher's test, Pear­
son's test, and Wilkinson's test (r=l,2) for both one and two-sided 
tests of the means. Ife shows that neither Pearson's test nor Wilkinson's 
(r=2) procedure is admissible for the two-sided problem while both Fish­
er's method and Wilkinson's (r=l) test exhibit convex acceptance regions 
and hence are admissible. 
I. J. Good (1955) generalized Fisher's test to allow weighting of the 
individual significance levels. Letting u^ , 1 < i < k , denote the 
significance levels. Good's procedure is to reject the null hypothesis if 
Pi P], , , 
Q = u^ .. .u^ < Cg(o) 
where Cg(o:) is determined by the level of the test and satisfies 
k 
p^>0 , 1 < i < k , with = 1 . He describes a relatively 
simple ccmputational procedure for evaluating the probability function 
Er(Q < q.) when none of the are equal. Fisher's test is a special 
1 
case of Good's procedure with = £ for all 1 < i < k . Dae power of 
2%. 
Good's test with k=2 was investigated numerically by Zelen and Joel 
(1959) for tests based on independent F ratios. 2ie po-s/er was found to 
i 
be somewhat insensitive to changes in the weights . 
Idptak (1958) proposed a more generalized procédure of combining 
independent tests based on statistics of the form 
! 
k 
L = ^|^p^<p(l-u^) 
where the , 1 < i < k , are arbitrary weights and ^(0 is the 
inverse of an arbitrary distribution function. In his paper, liptak inter­
estingly views the combining of significance levels as a test of the 'Amov­
ing level" of the sample data. As more tests are added the significance 
level of the sample data will continue to take on a new value. Bie choice 
of <p suggested by Liptak is , the inverse of the standard normal, 
which will result in the test statistic L always having a noimal distrib­
ution. If <p is chosen to be the inverse of the exponential distribution, 
then the test is equivalent to Good's procedure. 
jQie combination procedures of Fisher, Pearson, and Good are also 
considered in greater generality by Lancaster (I961) utilizing the theory 
of orthonormal functions. 
Zwet and Oosterhoff (1967) study the risk function, defined as the 
difference between the power function of a tes% and the envelope power 
(supremum over the power of all size a tests at a fixed alternative), 
for one-sided tests that are asymptotically noimal. The risks of Fisher's 
test, a linear test, the likelihood ratio test, and the exponential test 
are illustrated for the problem of combining two one-sided tests on the 
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means of normal distributions with known variances. 
lâttell and Folks (1971 and 1973) more recently have shown that 
Fisher's method, is asymptotically optimal in terms of Bahadur's efficiency 
among essentially all procedures for combining tests. 
23ie tests mentioned thus far are all based on the individual signifi­
cance levels and require only that the underlying distribution be continu­
ous. Extension of the tests to discontinuous or discrete distributions 
•was considered by Lancaster (19^9) and E. S. Pearson (1950and. discussed 
briefly by Wallis (19^2) for Fisher's method. Procedures that combine the 
individual test statistics rather than the significance levels have appar­
ently been less popular due to the difficulties that arise -ràien detennining 
probabilities for such tests. When functions of the test statistics are 
utilized, the investigator generally relies on the asymptotic normality 
of his statistic in defining a rejection criterion. An exception is the 
procedure given by James (1954) which utilises the idea of "studentization" 
to construct an exact level a test based on a statistic obtained by 
combining the individual test statistics. Dais test is referred to as the 
"studentized" test. 
C. Description of the Test Eroced.ures 
Let and s^ denote the sample mean and variance, respectively, 
of the i sample described in the Ihtrod.uction, i.e.. 
and 
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lihe usual procedure for testing the hypothesis 
®io= ^4 = ° 
against the alternative 
^il* ^i ^  ° 
•with of unknown is the two-sided t-test having the critical region 
E = (t.: |t. I > 
where 
has Student's t distribution with = n^-1 degrees of freedom and 
t^Q, is determined so that the test is a level a test. Ihis test is 
uniformly most powerful among the class of unbiased tests (see Lehmann 
(1959), pages 135-136). 
Hhe significance level of the i^^ sample is defined by 
u^ = 2 f f^(t)dt = 2[1-F.(|t^l)] 
ItJ 
where f^(*) and K(*) denote the p.d.f. and c.d.f., respectively, of 
Student's t distribution with degrees of freedom. 
In this section, the four tests mentioned in the Introduction are 
described in terms of combining the tests of against IL^. Fisher's 
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method and the eqiiiprobable test are based on the , and the general­
ization to an arbitrary problem of combining independent tests is straight­
forward. Bie likelihood ratio test (LRT) and the studentized test of 
James, on the other hand, are based on statistics that are direct functions 
of the observed test statistics t^ . The ERT relies on the asymptotic 
distribution of likelihood ratio tests, while the s-^dentized test util­
izes the known distribution of the test statistic when the of are known 
to construct a test when they are unknown. 
1. Fisher's method 
Define U to be the product of the individual significance levels of 
the k samples, i.e., . 
U = U-,, ... ,u^ . 
Fisher's method rejects the hypothesis if 
U < Cp(a) 
where c_(q:) is determined so that the significance level of the test of 
r 
is the prescribed level a . 
Under each u^ is uniformly distributed over the unit interval 
and, as indicated by Fisher (1932), -21n(u^) has a chi square distribu­
tion with 2 degrees of freedom. Since the u^ are independent, -Pin(IT) 
has a chi square distribution with 2k degrees of freedom. ïïius, 
Er(U < cp(a)) = Pr(x|^ > -21n(cj(a))) 
and the appropriate choice of Cj,(q:) is clearly 
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Cp(a) = e2ï>[-|x|3j.(a)] (3.1) 
where denotes the 100(l-o:) percentage point of the chi square 
distribution with 2k degrees of freedom. 
2. Equiprohable test 
Define a* by 
l-o* = (1-a)^/^ . (3.2) 
The rejection criterion for the equiprobable test (EPT) is to reject 
if 
u. < a* for at least one i . 1 < i < k . 1 — — 
Thus, is rejected at the level a if any oiïe of the individual hy­
potheses are rejected at the level a* . Alternately stated in 
terms of the ordered u^ , the EPT rejects if 
min u. < a* . 
1 < i < k ^ 
3. Likelihood ratio test 
Die likelihood function for the k samples is given by 
L(^,o;^) = [^|^(l/23to|) ]exp[-ij^^ jS^^^ij'^^i^/'^i^^^ 
where y. = (|j^;.. « ,W^) and ^ = (a^, ...,a^) . Under the maximum 
of L(*) is obtained when cr^ is estimated by 
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and its Tnayi-mnTn is 
Ljj (0;^) = ] e2p(4^|^n^) 
3he ma,yiTrmTn Tinder is 
where 
1 ?i 
- =i = 57 
1 
and 
Ag 1 % / — V. 
"l ' E: 3S(='i3-==i' 




X < cl'(a) (3.3) 




and c£(a) is determined as a function of the level of the test. 
Since 
^ = ^ + X? 
xo 1 1 
the critical region of the LET test, given by Equation 3-3, can he written 
in terms of the sample variances s^ as 
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> c£(a) . (3.4) 
Letting 
t? = , 1 < i < k , 
1 2 ' - -
Equation 3-4 becomes 
k n/2 
lA = > c£(Q:) . (3.5) 
Noting that the natural logarithm function is a monotone function, the 
test given by Equation 3-5 is clearly equivalent to the test defined by 
the rejection region 
Since the asyo^totic distribution of -21n(X) is chi square with k 
degrees of freedom, it would be reasonable to choose c^(a) as the 
100(l-a) percentage point of this distribution when the n^ are large. 
For small or moderate n. the choice of c_ (a) in this manner could X h 
result in a significance level quite different than the desired level a . 
Ihe actual level of the LET would in general appear to be larger than 
cc . A more conservative test can be obtained by replacing n^ by 
as the multiplier preceding the logarithm in Equation 3-6 and by n^ 
within the logarithm. Ihis is similar to the procedure utilized by Bart-
lett (1937) for the problem of testing homogeneity of variances. The mod­
ified likelihood ratio test (MLRT) obtained from Equation 3.6 rejects 
-2 ln(\) = j,|]_n^ ln(l + t|/v^) > c^(o:) . (3.6) 
if 
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iil^i ln(l + t?/n^) > c^(a) . (3.7) 
A "brief check of the actual size of the test against the desired level a 
for both the LRT and MLRT is included in Section D of this chapter. 
It is noted that the procedure of studentization to obtain an exact 
cc level test using the likelihood ratio test statistic is difficult to 
apply since the distribution of the test statistic is not known even tAien 
the of are known. However, it is possible to utilize this technique in 
the following test. 
it-. Studentized test 
If the of were known the likelihood ratio test of against 
rejects if 
where is determined from the distribution of J* so that the level of 
the test is a pre-selected value a . Since J* is distributed under the 
null hypothesis as a chi square random variate with k degrees of freedom, 
is the lOO(l-a)^ point of this distribution. When the are un­
known as in our problem, the test may still be used if the n^ are all 
large by simply substituting the sample variances sf for the of . For 
small sample sizes, James (195^) proposes a studentized test that rejects 




J = i?i^i^i/®i ^  (3 .8)  
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function h (a) is determined so that 
Pr[J>h(a)] = 1 -
where ^(') denotes the c.d.f. of a chi square random variable with 
k degrees of freedom. Thus, when the n^ are not large the statistic 
J* is replaced by J and the critical value altered from to h(a) 
so that the test remains a level a test. James ' derivation is for the 
multivariate testing problem, and the expression for h(a) is obtained as 
a special case to be 
+ 2(3^8 - (3.9) 
+ 1/16[(3X2, + XgiCfl - ^ )(3Xi, + Xg) - 2(3X1,-2X2 " D] 
+ (9X8 - 3x^ - 5X1, " X2)](2v7^)^ + o(v"^) 
where the sommations are all from 1 to k and 
Xgr = g/k(k + 2)... (k + 2r - 2) . 
iïhe expression for h (a) given by Equation 3*9 is a function only 
of and the degrees of freedom , and does not involve the sample 
variances s? . Hiis is not surprising since the distribution of J , 
which is the sum of k independent t^ random variables, is not a func­
tion of the s? . 
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D. Ccanparison of the Critical Regions for Combining Two Tests 
Fisher's test and the equiprohahle test described in the previous 
section were seen to be exact level a. tests. Similarly, the studentized 
test is an exact test if the con^lete function h (a) is utilized. How­
ever, in practice terms in h(a) of order greater than or equal to 0(v 
are usually ignored. Hence, the test we consider is only an approximate 
level a test. Also, both the LRT and MLRT are approximate tests with 
the accuracy of the approximations increasing for larger sample sizes. 
Table 3'1 indicates that the critical value for the studentized test 
obtained by ignoring hi^er order terms in h (a) results in a rejection 
region which is very close to a level o: test when a = .05 
Table 3-1* Size of the studentized test, the LRT, and MLRT for a = .05 
Sample size Studentized test LRT MLRT 
10 .051 .078 .046 
12 .050 .072 .046 
Ih .051 .069 .046 
l6 .051 .066 .047 
18 .051 .064 .047 





 .058 .048 
40 .050 .056 .048 
50 .050 .055 .048 
3^ 
nhe general shapes of the critical regions for the four test proce­
dures when combining two tests (k=2) are pictured in Figures 3-1 to 3-8-
Recall that is rejected for large values of the test statistics t? . 
Hence, the enclosed regions in the figures are regions of acceptance and 
is rejected for points outside these regions. 
The relationship between the critical regions of the LRT and the 
MLRT for combining two tests is represented in Figure 3-1- 3ie acceptance 
region pictured for the MLRT is essentially an enlargement of the region 
for the LRT. From Table 3'1, it is obvious that the MLRT region in Figure 
3.1 is actually too large and leads to a conservative test. Although the 
region of the exact level a likelihood ratio. test for a = - 05 is some­
where between the LRT and MLRT critical regions, it appears that the MLRT 
is closer to the exact test. Hence, in the remainder of this chapter we 
will consider the modified likelihood ratio test (MLRT) instead of the 
prescribed likelihood ratio test (LRT). 
1. Critical regions for equal sample sizes 
nhe general shape of and relationship between the critical regions of 
Fisher's test, the eguiprobable test, and the studentized test for equal 
sample sizes is illustrated in Figure 3«2. The MLRT critical region is 
excluded from the figure since its closeness to both Fisher's test and 
the studentized test critical regions leads to possible confusion in 
identifying the regions. Uhe similarity of these three regions is dem­
onstrated by Figures 3-3 and 3.4. 
Based upon the shapes of the critical regions, the EFT would seem to 
provide the best protection against alternatives for which the deviation 
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from H is due to only one of the fl. "being false. Lfeanvâiile, Fisher's 
o xo 
test would appear to give test protection against alternatives where both 
the hypotheses are deviated from by approximately the same amount. 
Finally, the studentized test provides equal protection in all directions 
and is a compromise between the EPT and Fisher's test. Œhe MLRT is an 
even farther coo^ramise between the studentized test and Fisher's test. 
2. Critical regions for unequal sample sizes 
The four critical regions for unequal sample sizes are illustrated in 
Figures 3-5 and 3.8. Hie shape of the studentized acceptance region is 
circular as for equal sample sizes, whereas, the acceptance regions of the 
other tests are elongated in the direction of the smallest sample size. 
Intuitively, "tiiis would seem to be a disadvantage of the studentized test. 
Ihe amount of elongation for the other three regions is not very pronounced 
except when one of the sample sizes is extremely small. Figure 3-5 (n^=10, 
ng=30) and Figure 3.8 (n^=10, 5^=1000) show the similarity of the regions 
for considerably different sample sizes. 
The general relationship between the critical regions is seen to be 
approximately the same as for equal sample sizes. Hence, the comments on 
protection against alternatives stated earlier for equal sample sizes are 
also applicable to unequal sample sizes, except that the studentized test 
would be expected to provide greater protection for deviations ftom the 
hypothesis associated with the smaller sample size. 
Each of the tests considered has a convex acceptance region. Hence, 
using Bimbaum's result, each is admissible. In the remainder of this 
chapter we investigate the power of the tests. 
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Figure 3.8 Critical regions for n^ = 10 , = 1000 ^  a = .05 
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E. Computational Procedures for Power 
In this section we present methods for computing the power of the 
four test procedures under consideration when two tests (k=2) are com­
bined. 
1. Fisher's test 
Œhe power of Fisher's test can be computed using the procedure derived 
by Zelen and Joel (1959) for Good's test. To illustrate the procedure let 
= tj i=l,2 . 
dhe individual significance levels, u^ , are related to the by 
CO 
u^  = Jp^ (z|0)dz , i=l,2 , (3*10) 
^i 
where denotes the p.d.f. of the non-central t^ distribution 
with degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter 6^ = n^(|j.^/cr^)^ . 
As stated previously, the u^ are uniformly distributed over the unit 
interval when is true. Under the distribution is considerably 
more complicated and Zelen eind Joel propose the use of the integral trans­
formation 
1 
= Jf(u|ô^ )du , i=l,2 , (3.11) 
^i 
to eliminate the necessity of working with f(*|ô^) , the p.d.f. of u^ 
under . 




where ^ = (ô^^ô^) , n = (n^^n^) , and Wp is the critical region de­
fined by 
Vp = [(u^^ug): < Cp(a) , 0 < < 1} . (3.13) 
Hie term 0^(0:) is defined in Equation 3'1« From the continuity of 
f(-|ô^) it follows that has a uniform (0,l) distribution. Hence, 
utilization of the transformation given by Equation 3-11 in Equation 3.12 
yields 
Pp(ôln) = ^ dir^drt^ (3.14) 
where ^ is the well-defined region in the (n^,n^) space that results 
from the application of the transformation to the region Wj, . 
Althou^ -Qie boundary of w* is not readily expressible in closed 
form, it is possible to numerically determine the boundary value of 
associated with any value . Hie procedure to be described requires 
the following identity: 
1 z. 
[f(u|6.)du = J^p (z|ô )dz (1=1,2) , (3.15) 
Ui 0 ^ 
where the relation between z. and u. is given by Equation 3-10. To 
obtain Equation 3*15^ make the transformation 
03 
n = J Pi(y|o)dy 
Z 
in Equation 3.II. Utilizing the result given by Pearson (1938), i.e., 
t 
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P^Cz lô ) 
and noting that 
du = -p^(z|o)dz , 
Equation 3-15 follows immediately. 
To describe the procedure, recall that the region w* is determined 
as a trans formation of the region Wp where Wj, , illustrated in Figure 
3.9, is defined by 
1 , 0 < u^ < Cj,(a) 
^2 = ' CF(°:) < ^  < 1 
0 else^iere . 
(3.16) 
CT,(a) / 
Figure 3•9* Illustration of the critical region w„ 
£ 
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Let denote the functional relationship of to on the 
boundary of w* , i.e.. 
"2 ' 
Further let denote the percentage point related to Cp(o:) by 
Cp(a) = J p^(z|o)dz . (3.17) 
Hie value of Zp can be computed using Hill's procedure, described in 
Section A of Chapter II, as 




"f = T f(u|ô )du 
or equivalently, by Equation 3-15^ 
^F 
7t = f p (z|6^ )dz . (3.18) j; Q X X 




= 1 + 6^ , 
(1 + 6^)2 (3.19) 
% " 1 + 26^ ' 
and F denotes a random, variable having a central F distribution 
rii^Vi 
with and degrees of freedom. 
If is greater than then it follows, from Equations 3.11, 
3-15? and 3.18, that is greater than z^ . Further utilizing Equa­
tions 3'10 and 3.17, "we can conclude that 
=> ^ < CpCa) • 
Hence, from Equations 3-11 and 3'lG, we have the result 
=0 , itj, < «^ < 1 . (3.20) 
If 0 < < Jtp , kp(]i^) can be determined numerically by the fol­
lowing five step procedure. 
STEP 1: Given 0 < , compute by solving the equation 
= ^p^(z|ô^)dz , (3.21) 
which is obtained directly from Equations 3.11 and 3.15- dhe solution of 
Equation 3.21 for z^^ is exactly the problem of finding the inverse of 
the non-central t^ distribution with degrees of freedom and non-
centrality parameter 6^ . Utilizing Patnaik's approximation. Equation 
3.21 can be expressed as 
1^9 
where and are given by Equation 3* 19- Bius, we can alternately 
obtain from the relation 
(3.23) 
where F ^  (•) denotes the inverse of the c.d.f. of a random variable 
having a central F distribution with and degrees of freedom. 
The value of F ^  (it ) can be determined by using the method of false 
position to find the root of the non-linear equation 
where F (') is readily evaluated from its relationship to the inccm-
%'^1 
plete beta function. 
STEP 2: Compute by Hill's procedure, as 
CO 
= J p^(z|0)d2 , (3.24) 
^1 
where is given by Equation 3.23. 
STEP 3; Solve P^P^ = Cp(a) for P^ to obtain 
Pg = (3.25) 
where P^ is given by Equation 3.24. 
STEP 4: Determine from the relation 
CO 
^2 = r P2(z|0)<iz 
^2 
where P^ is computed from Equation 3.25. Since is the 100(l-P^) 
percentage point of the t^ distribution with Vg degrees of freedom. 
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Zg can be evaluated by utilizing Hi 1,1 ' s procedure for computing percentage 
points of the t distribution, described in Section A of Chapter II, to 
find where H (•) denotes the c.d.f. of the t distribution 
with Vg degrees of freedom. We then have 
Zg =  .  (3.26)  
STEP 5: Finally, we can compute kp(jT^) from , given by Equation 
3.26, as 
^2 
= J Pg(z|ô2)dz , 
or again using Patnaik's approximation, as 
(3.27) 
where 
bg = 1 + ôg , 
(1 + 
^2 - (1 + ôg) 
(3.28) 
and F (*) denotes the c.d.f. of the F distribution having rio and 
Vg degrees of freedom. 
Ihe region w* is depicted in Figure 3.10, where « is defined by 
J? f 
Equation 3.I8 and denotes the value k^(o) . Hhe power of Fisher's 
test, as defined by Equation 3-1^^ is the area of the region in the 
(^ti,^^) space. Expressed in terms of the function kj,(3t^) , we have 
"F 
Fp(ôja) = 1 - ^ kj,(jt^)dn^ (3.29) 
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where is computed from Equation 3*20 and the five step procedure 
leading to Equation 3«27* 
Figure 3.10. Illustration of the critical region . 
Bie numerical integration of ky(*) is straightforward via Romberg 
quadrature (see Ralston (1965), pages 121-124). 
2. Equiprobable test 
nhe power of the equiprobable test is expressible as 
Pj,(ô|n) = 1 - ^|^Pr(u^ > a*) 
2 1 
= 1 - .n r f(u|ô. )du . 
where cc* is given by Equation 3.2. Using Equation 3»15> we have 
^E 
Pr(u. > a*) = r p. (z|6. )dz , i=l,2 , 




where z„ is defined by i2i 
a* = J p^(z|0)dz , i=l,2 . (3.32) 
Again, can be computed via Hill's procedure as 
Zg = , i=l,2 . (3.33) 
Hie probability in Equation 3*30 can then be evaluated using Patnaik' s 
approximation as 
Pr(u >a*)=F (zJ^) ; i=l,2 , (3.34) 1 1 
1 
where F (*) denotes the c.d.f. of the F distribution with -n. and 
degrees of freedom, and the b^ and r|^ are defined by Equations 3«19 
and 3.28. Substituting Equation 3«34 into Equation 3.30 we have the result 
2 
with z^, given by Equation 3.33. 
Pj,(6|n) . 1 - Uj/K) (3.35) 
^i' 'X 
rrn-ïron "hir "Rîmio-t—î on Q QQ 
3. Modified likelihood ratio test 




Wl = {(z^jZg): v^ln(l + z^/n^) + Vgln(l + z^/n^) > c^(a) ^ z^^z^ > 0} , 
and Cj^(q:) is the 100(l-a) percentage point of the chi square distribu­
tion with two degrees of freedom. Hie evaluation of (3.36) is quite 
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^2 = 
difficult, and we again make use of the integral transformation 
z. 1 
\= Jpj^(z|ô^)dz , i=l,2 . (3.38) 
With this transformation. Equation 3.3^ becomes 
Pj^(ô|n) =JJ dJt^dJTg (3.39) 
where w£ denotes the region in space obtained upozii transform­
ing the region w^ . Die boundary equation for the critical region w^ 
derived from Equation 3«37 is 
-Vi/vp 
n^LCl + z^/n^) exsticjia)/^^) - 1] ^ 0 < z^ < , 
(3.40) 
0 J z^> , 
where 
ZL = n]^[exE)(c^(a)/v^) - 1] . (3-^1) 
A closed form expression of the boundary equation for the critical region 
w£ is not available. However, we again can numerically determine the 
value of Jtg on the boundary of w* associated with any value of :n:^ . 
Let denote the boundary equation that functionally relates 
and , i.e.. 
Since the are independently and uniformly distributed over the unit 
interval, the power of the MLRT can be computed upon the integration of 
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In order to investigate the function k^(:n:^) , define by 
"l = ^ p^(z|ô^)dz (3.^2) 
where is given "by Equation 3-4l- From Equations 3.38, 3«^, and 3«42 
we can conclude 
k^ (:t^ ) = 0 if «L<n^<l . (3.^ 3), 
If 0 < , then can be computed in the following three 
steps. 
STEP 1; Given , solve Equation 3.38 for 2^ by the same procedure 
described in step 1 of Fisher's test, i.e., 
STEP 2: Compute using Equation 3»^' 
STEP 3: Compute from Equation 3-38 as 
^2 
%&(%!) = ^ PgCzjôgjdz . 
Using Patnaik's approximation we have 
Bie power of the MLRT can then be calculated as 
P^Cô'n) = 1 - ^ (3.45) 
where k^(zc^) is numerically evaluated from Equation 3'43 and the three 
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step procedure resulting in Equation 
4. Studentized test 




Wg = [(z^^Zg): z^ + Zg > h(a) , z^^z^ > O} (3.47) 
•with h(a) defined by Equation 3«9« Hhe procedure described for evalu­
ating the power of the MLRT is also applicable to Pg(*|n) . Hence, we 
need only consider the boundary equation kg(«^) in the space 
obtained when the integral transformation, given by Equation 3.38, is made 
in Equation 3*46. 
nhe boundary equation of Wg derived from Equation 3.4-7 is 
^2 
Zg - 2l , 0 < < Z 1 - 8  ,  
, otherwise , 
(3.48) 
where we let 
Zq = h(a) . (3.49) 
If we further define 
"S = Pi(z|6i)dz 
then, from Equations 3.38, 3-48, and 3.50, we can conclude 
(3.50) 
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= 0 if îtg < < 1 . (3.51) 
if 0 < rt < JT ^ z can first be con^juted from Equation 3.23, 
J- b J. 
then Zg obtained using Equation 3«^, and finally kg(jr^) determined as 
• '3.52) 
The power of the studentized test, given by Equation 3«^, can then be 
numerically evaluated as 
"s 
Pg(ô|n) = 1 - ^ kg(jr^)djr^ (3-53) 
where ) is computed from Equation 3'51 and the procedure leading to b J. 
Equation 3«52. 
5. A note on the evaluation of the integrals 
Che computation of power for all the test procedures except the EPT 
require the integration of a boundary equation over the unit interval. 
The use of Romberg integration on the entire interval proved to converge 
very slowly. Bie slow convergence was found to be caused by the numerical 
inaccuracy that resulted when evaluating the boundary equation in the 
space for larger values of . From Figure 3-10 the boundary 
equation of kj,(rt^) is seen to be rather "steep" for close to Jtj, . 
ÎQius, the unique value of associated with a value of near 
jtp is "ill-defined. " 3he slow convergence problem was eliminated by the 
following computation procedure. We use Fisher's test to describe the 
procedure. 
(i) Determine the point (jt*, Jt*) in the space associated with 
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the point (Jcj,(a),Vc^(o)) in the space, 
(ii) Use Romberg integration to evaluate 
and 
h = T 
1 
^2 = I (^"2)^2 
where and are the regions depicted in Figure 3«11« 
Figure S»!!» Illustration of the regions and A^ 
(iii) Ihe power of Fisher's test is then given by 
Pj,(5|n) = 1 - (A^ + Ag -
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ETote that if and 6^ = 6^ then = it* and . 
Therefore, the power for this special case is 
Pp(5|n) = 1 - 2'A^ + . 
ÎQie procedure described for Fisher's test was also utilized to compute 
power for the MLRT and the studentized test. 
F. Power Comparison 
In this section we use the computational procedures described in the 
previous section to obtain power curves for fixed values of n^ and n^ 
as a function of the non-centrality parameters 6^ and 6^ . Two types 
of curves are presented to provide insight as to -which test would be 
preferable for a given range of the parameters 6^ and ôg . 2ie first 
is a plot of power against one of the 5^ for fixed values of the other, 
while the second plots power against 6^ or 6^ for fixed values of the 
ratio 
As previously noted in Section D of this chapter, the critical region 
of the MLET is a compromise between the regions for Fisher's test and the 
studentized test. As a result, the power of the MLRT was found to be very 
close to the power of either one or both of the other two tests. !Ihis is 
illustrated by Figure 3«12. !Die inclusion of all three test procedures in 
comparative power plots caused difficulty in visually distinguishing the 
curves. iDaerefore, the power curve of the MLRT is ommitted from the graphs 
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to be presented. 
In the discussion that follows, the word "best" is used to describe 
the test procedure with the largest power, among the four tests considered, 
for a specified parameter range. 
1. Equal sample sizes (n^ = n^) 
Define 
= WW • 
If 6 is close to zero or if 5 . is large, then all the test pro-
max min ' 
cedures would be expected to have approximately the same power. This can 
be seen to be true for the power curves in Figures 3«13 to 3.18 
= Gg = 15) . 
Die EPT procedure exhibits the largest power only when 6^^.^ is 
very close to zero and 5^^^ is large, i.e., is also close to zero. 
Qliis is illustrated by Figures 3.13 to 3* 15* In Figure 3-13 (ôg = Ô) , 
the EPT procedure has noticeably greater power when 6^^ is greater than 
8.0 . When 0^ equals 1.0 (Figure 3«i^)j the power of the EPT is less 
than the power of the other procedures, by as much as O.o5 when 6^ is 
near 4.0 . The difference is even greater when 6^ equals $.0 (Fig­
ure 3.15). Figure 3.1$ also emphasizes that the EPT is best only -vdien 
one 6^ is very close to zero. 
If neither 5 . nor A,, is close to zero, then Fisher's test has 
min T1 
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largest power. ïïiis can be seen by surveying Figuras 3.13 to 3.18. Ttius, 
this test procedure is best over most of the parameter space. Ihe notice­
able exceptions are when 5^ equals 0.0 (Figure 3.i3) and when 6^ 
equals 9.0 with 6^ close to zero, i.e., those regions where the EPT 
is best. 
Bie studentized test has maximum power of the procedures considered 
in those regions where is close to zero but 5^^ is different from 
zero. Hiis is apparent in Figure 3-1^ (ô^ = 1.0 and 6, > 9.0) and 
C J-
Figure 3«15 = 9.O and 0.25 < 5^ < l.O) . Perhaps the most appeal­
ing feature of the power exhibited by this test is that it is never much 
smaller than the power of the best procedure in any region. Die largest 
difference in any of the figures presented is seen to be less than 0.02 . 
Recalling that the MLRT has power curves approximately the same as 
both Fisher's test and the studentized test, as illustrated by Figure 3-12, 
and noting the closeness of the power curves for the latter two tests in 
Figures 3-13 to 3'l8, the utilization of the three test procedures for 
combining independent tests of significance would seem acceptable. Howeveij 
the EPT possesses clearly inferior power over much of the parameter space 
and would seem less appropriate. 
2. Unequal sample sizes (n^ < n^) 
Power curves for n^ < n^ are presented in Figures 3«19 to 3.29 
(n^ = 10 , n^ = 30) • Recall that since the sample sizes are unequal, 
the critical regions for all but the studentized test are not symmetric. 
Hence, unlike the discussion just given for equal sanç>le sizes, the dis­
tinction between 5^ and 5^ is now quite important. 
6l 
Many of the observations stated for equal sample sizes also apply to 
the case of unequal sample sizes. For example, the power of all the test 
procedures considered are approximately the same if both 6^ are close to 
zero or if both are large. Also, the power curves of Fisher's test, the 
MLRT, and the studentized test are very close over much of the parameter 
space. 
It is certainly impossible to determine precisely, from the plots 
provided, regions of the parameter space where a particular procedure will 
have largest power. However, the following partitioning of the parameter 
space is suggested as a reasonable approximation of the regions where the 
indicated procedure seems most appropriate. 
Parameter region "Best" test 
0 < 6^ < ôg/lO equiprobable test (EPT) 
6p/lO < 0^ < 2ôg Fisher's test 
2ôg < 5^ < oa studentized 
Even if the above partitioning were exact for n^ = 10 and n^ = 30 
it is obvious that the same partioning would not be applicable for other 
sample sizes. However, the partitioning should give an indication of the 
regions viiere a given procedure has maxiimm power. For example, if 6^  
is considerably greater than 6^ (by a factor of ten for n^ = 10 , 
Ug = 30 ), the EPT test possesses power close to or greater than the 
other procedures. lOiis can be seen in Figures 3«19 (6^ = O.O) , 3«20 
(ô^ = 1.0 and ôg > 10.O) , and Figure 3.24- (ôg = 9-0 and 6^ < 0.75) 
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Similarly^ the student!zed. test procedure is observed to have power larger 
than the other procedures when 6^ is more than twice 6^ . !Ihis is 
illustrated "by Figures 3.21 (6^ = 9.0 and 6^ < 5-0) ; 3*22 (ô^ = O.O), 
3.23 (ôg = 1.0 and 0^ 2.0) i and 3.29 (A = ^ .O) - Finally, 
Fisher's test exhibits power close to or larger than the power of the 
other procedures in the remaining region where 6^ and 6^ are more 
nearly equal. Ihis can be seen from Figures 3.20 (6^ = 1.0 and 
0.24 < ôg < 12.0) , 3.21 (ô^ = 9 and = 4.0) , 3-24 (6 = 9.0 and 
> 1.0) , 3.25 (A = 0.25) , 3.26 (A = 0.5) , 3.27 (A = 1.0) , and 
3.28 (A = 2.0) . 
3. Monotonicity of power curves 
Œhe power curves of the test procedures have been seen to be monoton-
ically increasing functions of the non-centrality parameters 6^ . We now 
prove the monotonicity via the boundary equations in the (^2'^2^ space 
defined in Section E. Bie proof is given for Fisher's test using the 
function kj,(:it^) . 
PROOF: Let Jt° be an arbitrary value of satisfying 0 < 
where is defined by Equation 3«l8. Also, let 5^ and 6^ be arbi­
trary values of 6^ and 6^ , respectively. We show that kp(:r°) is a 
non-increasing function of both 5^ and 0^ 
Let k^(jt°) denote the value of kp(ic°) associated with 6^ and 
ôg • Following the five step procedure leading to Equation 3-27, let 
, and z^ denote the values of ' 
and Zg given by Equations 3.23, 3-24, 3.2$, and 3.26, respectively for 
6^ and fixed. Kius we have 
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Now, let ôg > à2 be arbitrary, and let k^(jr°) denote the value of 
associated with 0^ and . Since does not depend on 
§2 , can be expressed as 
2 
^ PgCzlôpdZg . 
From the monotonicity of the power function of the t^ test, we can con­
clude 
and Zg denote the values of z^ , , and z^ given "by 
Equations 3.23, 3*24, 3.2$, and 3.26, respectively, for 6^ and 
fixed. Since 6^ > 6^ , we have from Equation 3 «21 that z^ > z^ , 
where we again use the monotonicity of the t^ test power function. 
Equation 3.24, we can further conclude that z^ > z£ implies P^ < P^ . 
Continuing, we have from Equation 3-25 that P^ < P^ gives P^ > P^ . 
Finally, from Equation 3'26 it follows that < z^ . Hence, we obtain 
the result 
(3.54) 
Similarly, let 6^' > 0^ be arbitrary, and let denote the value 





Since :rt° is an arbitrary point between 0 and , we can conclude 
from the inequalities in Equations 3'5^ and 3-55 that is a de­
creasing function of both 0^ and 6^ for e 
To complete the proof, we note that if jr° > then, trivially, 
kp(:n;°) remains equal to zero for increasing 6^ or 0^ • 
G. Conclusions 
nhe power of Fisher's test is superior to the power of the other 
tests in most regions of the parameter space for both equal or unequal 
sample sizes. In addition, the procedure has other proven desirable prop­
erties such as optimality in the sense of Bahadur's efficiency (see Littell 
and Folks (1973)). Kiis would seem to outweigh the loss of power, compared 
to the EFT and the studentized test, in those regions where only one of 
the 5^ is greatly different from zero. Therefore, Fisher's test seems to 
be the "best" of the procedures considered for combining independent tests 
of significance. 
Finally, we note that if n^ < n^ it seems reasonable to select a 
procedure that gives hi^ power when 6^ < 0^ since 0^ = n^(ia^/cr^)^ . 
Kius, the studentized test would not be as applicable for unequal sample 
sizes as for equal sample sizes. Ihis is a reflection upon the fact that 
the shape of critical region remains circular and does not become elongated 
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Figure 3.16. Power curves for = 15 , a = .05 , â = O.5 . 
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Figure 3.29. Power curves for = 10 , = 30 a = .05 , A = 4.0 . 
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TV. FAMILY EEROR RATE FOR DEPENDENT TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE 
A. Introduction 
In this chapter "we derive an exact finite series expression for a 
special bivariate probability distribution function that reduces, for a 
particular choice of arbitrary constants, to the bivariate F distribu­
tion described in Section C of Chapter II. Another choice of the constants 
yields an exact expression for the error rate ^ûien a contrast of treatment 
means from a one-way classification model is tested following a rejection 
of the test for a treatment effect. 
ïhe multivariate F distribution will also assume an important role 
in the model building problem considered in Chapter V. Hence, we include 
here a review of the literature on this distribution. 
B. Review of the Literature 
Although the theory of simultaneous inference for dependent tests 
is not well developed, considerable literature exists on the family error 
rates for such tests when the underlying distributions are normal. Bie 
investigation of family error rates for dependent tests requires the 
evaluation of multivariate probability functions and percentage points. 
Uhe increase of interest in the evaluation of these functions has closely 
paralleled the development of the digital computer. ÎDiis is not surprising 
in view of the relatively complex series expansions that generally arise 
in the evaluation of both probability functions and percentage points. 
% 
It is not possible to give here an exhaustive review of the literature 
on simultaneous inference for dependent tests. Most of the earlier refer­
ences in this area are contained in the bibliography of the book by Miller 
(1966) on simultaneous inference. He also provides a synopsis on the 
derivation and applications of the procedures in common use. It is noted 
that a large portion of the literature, beginning with the work of Tukey 
(1951) and Scheffe' (1953), is concerned with the construction of simul­
taneous confidence intervals from •which the tests of hypotheses are 
derived. A popular method of obtaining simultaneous confidence intervals 
or tests has been to utilize inequalities, in particular Bonferroni's 
inequality, to construct rectangular confidence regions. The inequality 
provides a bound on the family error rate and essentially reduces the 
problem of test construction to one of testing the individual hypotheses. 
H^ically, the practice has been to allocate the error equally to the 
individual tests. However, Dayton and Schaffer (1973) have recently 
obtained tables 'vdiich allow unequal error allocation for t and chi square 
tests based on Bonferroni ' s inequality. Ihe extension of the study of 
confidence intervals to multivariate normal testing problems was apparently 
first considered by Roy (1953) and later by Roy and Bose (l953), Roy and 
Gnanadesikan (1957), Krishnaiah (1965), and Khatri (1967). 
Our primaiy interest is in the multivariate F distribution defined 
in Section C of Chapter II, i.e.. 




Fi =-^ (i=l,...A) ; 
has an F distribution with and v degrees of freedom, and 
denote independently distributed chi square random variables. 
2his joint distribution function was first considered by Finney (19^1) and 
Hair (1948). Finney gave percentage points for all equal to two. 
Practical applications for these degrees of freedom are fairly limited. 
Hair provided more useful tables of upper O.O5 and 0.01 percentage 
points of the distribution for all equal to one, v=10,12,15,20,30, 
60,CD and k=l, ...,10 . An important application of these tables is to 
the problem of multiple comparisons. Finally, percentage points for 
degrees of freedom that arise in the analysis of randomized complete block, 
Latin square, and Graeco-Latin square designs were given by David (1956). 
A main difficulty in obtaining more extensive tables for this distribution 
is the large number of parameters present. 
Bonferroni's inequality for the multivariate F distribution yields 
Pr(F^ < fi, ..., < fj^) > 1 - ^%^Pr(F. > f.) . 
dhus, the family error rate can be controlled by appropriately choosing the 
f^ as percentage points of the univariate F distribution with and • 
V degrees of freedom. A closer bound to the error rate, idiich is fre­
quently used, was given by Kimball (1951) as 
I 
Pr(F^ < f^, ..., F^< f^) > JiEr(F. < f. ) . 
For k=2 and Vj^=v2=v' , Olkin (1972 ) has proposed the inequality 
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Pr(F^ < f, Fg < f) :> 2Pr(F^ < f) - Er(F^ < 2f) 
which provides a closer bound than Kimball's inequality for moderate v' 
Œaosh (1955) considers the multivariate F in his study of the family 
error rate for "quasi-independent" tests of multiple hypotheses. Individ­
ual tests of hypotheses are defined to be "quasi-independent" if the type 
I and type II error rates for each hypothesis considered separately does 
not depend on the parameters of the other hypotheses. Included in Qiosh's 
investigation is a comparison of the relative merits of different proce­
dures for simultaneously testing the hypotheses. 
Eamachandran (195^) proposes a method for evaluating the multivariate 
F •vdien the numerator degrees of freedom are all equal. He also proves 
that the associated power function which arises in the simultaneous anal­
ysis of variance tests is a monotonie increasing function of the individual 
non-centrality parameters. 
Despite the broad interest in the multivariate F , coinputer programs 
for evaluating the distribution were not readily available until very 
recently. Amos and Bulgren have obtained and made available programs for 
evaluating the probability function via a quadrature procedure. ïïae pro­
cedure is briefly discussed in Section C of Chapter II. Included in their 
package is a procedure for evaluating the related distribution in "sdiich the 
numerator chi squares' have a common correlation. A procedure for obtaining 
the percentage points of this distribution was previous]^ given by 
Krishnaiah and Armitage (1965b). 
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C. A Bivariate Distribution Involving Ratios of Chi Square Variates 
Let ^ and. be independently distributed chi-sguare 
random variates having > "^2 ' degrees of freedom, respec­
tively. In this section, we derive expressions for the joint probability 
function 
a X_ + a ]L 
where a^ , a^ , f^ , and f^ are arbitrary constants satisfying 
the restrictions a^ > 0 , a^ > 0 , f^ >. 0 , and f^ > 0 . Separate 
derivations are presented for (l) Vg even, and (2) even. Biroughout 
the derivations we will use the notation 
r^^ = v^/2 (i=l, 2,3) • 
1. V2 Gven 
For Vg even the derivation is split into the two cases a^f^^ > fg 
and a^f^ < f^ . 
CASE 1: a^f^ > f^ 
Note that since f^ > 0 and f^ > 0 , the restriction on for 
this case is refined to a^ > 0 . 
Define the regions R^ and R^ for >0 as 
\ ' ^3 f"ced} 
and 
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Eg = {(x^^x^): + a^x^ <.x^fg , x^ fixed} 
and are illustrated in Figure U.l. 
07 
2:^ 
0 ^3^2/^1 ^^1 
Figure 4.1. Illustration of the regions and for a^f^ > f^ 
Since a^f^ > fg then clearly R^ c , and it follows that 
Assume a^ = a^ . 
"by a > 0 ; then 
If we denote the common value of a^ and 
X, + 3L 
P - < ya) 
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Since and 3^ are independent, the probability function P can be 
evaluated as 
^ 2 (4.1) 
where F has an F distribution with Vt+v^ and degrees of 
freedom. 
Now, assuGie a^ > a^ . We can express ' P in the integral form 
CO 
P = Ï | 3^ = x^) î(.x^) djy 
or 
P = I ^ ^ f(x^) f(Zg) dXg d3Cj_ f(Zg) dx^ (4.2) 
where f(x^) denotes the density function of a chi square variate with 
. degrees of freedom. Since Vg is assumed even, we can substitute the 
series expression 2.5 for the cumulative distribution function of in 
Equation 4.2 to obtain 
P = 
°= ^3^2/^1 ^2"^ - 1 
^ I ~ i^ [(Sag) r(i + 1)] (x^fg ~ 
• e%p[-(x^fg - a^x^)/2a2]} f(x^) f(x^) dx^ dx^ 
or 
^3^2/^1 
P = ^ I f(x^) f(Xg) <3x^ (4.3) 
iS, [(2ag)^r(i +1)]-^ ^  
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• exp[-(x^fg - a^z^)/2ag] f(x^) f(x^) dx^ dx^ 
where the interchange in order of integration and summation can be justi­
fied by direct application of the Monotone Convergence theorem to the 
positive-valued functions in the summation. Ihe first term in 4.3 is 
\ fp 
sinçly an integral representation of the function Pr(-^ < —) which can 
Vf 3 ^1 
be evaluated as Er(F < ) where F has an F distribution 
vi^v^ 
with and degrees of freedom. 
Let H. denote the double integral in the summation in 4.3, i.e.. 
^i " r I (^3^2 • ezp[-(x^fg - a^x^)/2a2] (4.4) 
• f(x^) f(x^) dx^ dx^ . 
Expanding (x^fg-a^x^)^ in 4.4, using the binomial expansion yields 
^3^2/^1 
Hi = ^  ^ [jl(-l)' (;) af 4-^ 
• exp[-(x^fg - a2^)/2ag] f(x^) f(x^) dx^ dx^ . 
Substituting for f(x^) and f(Xg) , we have 
• e]g[-x^(ag - a^)/2a2] ezp[-x^(ag + fg)/2ag] dx^ dx^ 
where the interchange of summation and integration is permissible in view 
of the integrability of the functions in the integrand. 
^3^2/^1 
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Now, letting X^= a^Y^/la^-a^) and X^= a^Y^ (a^+fg) , we obtain 
H 
1 
i " (j) ^1 ^ 2 ^2 [(^2 ' ^l) (^2 "*" ^2^ ] 
•expE-Cy^^ + y^)] dy^ dy^ 
where A^= f^Cag-aj^.^/Ca^Cag+fg) ] • 
Finally, making the transformation Y^= Z^(l-Z^) and Y^= 
we get 
(4.5) 
i 4 i T i A r.4-r +i r +j r_+i-j _ 
Hi - (j) 4 4'' ^2 «^2 - (»2 + ^ 2) ] 
f f r(r )r(r )r^ ^r^+Tg+i-l ^r^+i-j-l 
B^ 0 
• exp(-§z^) dz^ dz^ 
where B^= a^(a^+f^)/[a^(a^+f^)] . 
ïhe integrand in 4.$ is simply a constant times the product of 
gamma and "beta density functions. Integrating with respect to z^ yields 
the result 
(4.6) 
Hi = jl(-i)' (1) 
r(r- + i - j)r(r^ + 3) 
r(r^)lXr^) ^1-3^(^1 + ^3 + 1 - j) 
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wtiere I^(p,q.) denotes the incomplete beta function with parameters p 
and q . 
Substituting Equation k.6 into 4.3 we obtain the expression 
(4.7) 
^ f ^2 \i-j ! ^1 \j 
a r a. r r(r +i-j)r(r +j) 
- a^) (ag + fg) rCr^Mi + 1)1X13) 
Recalling that the F distribution function can be evaluated as an incom­
plete beta function, the bivariate probability function P can be computed 
from k-.J using an algorithm such as Gautschi's (196^) to determine the 
values of the sequences of beta functions. 
Note that the assumption a^ > a^ is ingortant •»âien maki ng the 
transformation X^= a^Y^/ (a^-a^) . nhe transformation has no apparent 
value tAien a^ < a^ and the derivation for this case is not clear, but is 
not required for any of the problems studied in this chapter. !Die following 
partial checks of Equation 4.7 are possible: 
â X* f 
(i) If f , then (—^) 3_^0 , and 
and (r^+j,r^+i-j) -*-1 for all i, j > 0 . Hence, the double 
sum in 4.7 tends to zero. Since P(F < v_f Va^ v. ) —»-1 , we 
Vt f V-j j c J. -L 
have the correct result P—>-l . 
a~ r, a— r^ a., j 
(ii) If a -.-co , then (—^) ^-^1 , (—^) ^--l , (—^) -^0 
^2 1 2 2 ^2 ®1 
a f . . 
for all j > 0 , (—^)°-^l , (—for all i,j 
®2"®1 V^2 
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2  \ 0  
such that i-j > 0 , ^ , and (r^+j^r^+i-j) 
I fg (r^+ô, r^+i-i)  for all i-j > 0 . Combining these limits 
we obtain 
P-»-P(F < v^fg/a^v^) - I fg 
V^2^ 
Bat from Equation 2.11 we have 
5 VjVa^v^) = I fg 
and hence P-*-0 
CASE 2 ; a^f^ < f^ 
Assume a^=a^ . Bie probability function P can be e^gressed as 
P = Pr(^ < f. <-r) 
— a 
where a > 0 is the common value of a^ and a^ . In integral foim, we 
can write 
P = I \  * \ <  %/a| X f ^ )  
or, referring to Figure 4.2, 
.Vi 
! f(xg) dZg f(x^) f(x^) dx^ dx^ 
9h 
Figure 4.2. Illustration of the regions and for af^ < f^ 
As in case 1 we can substitute the series eajjression 2.5 for the cumulative 
distribution of 3^ to obtain 
(4.8) 
Vi 
if f r(i + 1)]-1 
' e%p[-(3yfg - ax^)/2a] f(x^) f(z^) dx^ dx^ . 
Letting denote the double integral in Equation 4.8 and replacing 
(x^fg-ax^)^ with its binomial expansion yields, upon substituting for 
f(x^) and f(x^) , the expression 
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G. = (j) [ai-j r(l + l)r(r^)r(r^) 
CO ^ r^+j-1 r +i-j-l 
'  ^ ^ ^3^ e:!q)[-X2(a + fgX/Za] àx^  dx^ 
Integrating with respect to , we get 
Gi = (J) 4-' 
• [(r^ + j) a^-J r(i + l)r(r^)r(r^) 
® r^+r_+i-l 
• ^ exp[-x^(a + fgX/ea] dx^ 
Recognizing the integrand in Equation 4.9 as a constant times a gamma den­
sity, we have 
«1 = (j) 4" 
r(r^ + r^ + i) 
* (r^ + + DlKr^) 
which •vdien substituted into 4.8 gives the result 
^ = ^(\.V3 S -% (j) 
• f ^2 \i Z*" 
^a + fg (r^ + Ô)r(r^)rXi + l^r^) * 
3he following partial checks of Equation 4.10 are possible: 
X V 




(ii) If f^-^œ , then (^ ^ 2 0 and hence 
How, assime a^ > a^ . We can write P in integral form as 
CO 
I 
( ^3^2 "^1^ V^2 
fCXg) dZg f(x^) f(x^) dx^ cbc^ . (4.11) 
Again substituting the series expression 2.5 into Equation 4.11 gives 
r2""l 
(4.12) ^ r(i +1)]-^ 
.Vi 
• ^ / (^2 " " ^ VSag] 
• f(x^) f(Xg) dXj^ dXg 
Letting denote the double integral in 4.12 and again utilizing the 
"binomial expansion we obtain 
L. = io(-l)^ (j) aj [a^ r(r^)r(i + l)lXr^) (4.13) 
X f 
œ ^ r^+j-1 r_+i-j-l 
x-. e2p[-Xj_(a2 - a^)/2ag] 
-3 
• exp[-xg(ag -5- fg)/2ag] dx^ dx^ • 
Making the transformation X^= a^Y^/ (^2"^) and X^= agY^/ (a2'*'^2 ^ ' 
Equation 4.13 becomes 
9T 
r +r +i 
• [r(r^)r(i + l)r(r^) 2 ^  3 yl 
r^+j-1 r^+i-j-l „ -^3 
• I I e^[-è(yi + yj)] 4^2 ay^ 
where Ag= f^(ag-a^)/(ag+fg) . Further letting y^=Z^(l-Z^) and 
1^=Z^Z^ we obtain 
i T T T T i r.+j r_+i-j 
\ (j) 4 4 ^ «^2 - (^2 + fg) ^  J 
• [r(r )^r(i + l)r(rg) 2^2 ]"^ (4.14) 
1 =0 r +r_+i-l r +i-j-l r^+j-1 
• I ^ Zj Z3 (1 - Z3) exp(«|z^) dz^ dz^ 
where B^= {si^f^). 
Following integration^ Equation 4.l4 can be written as 
\ (:) (^-5) 
^2 ^3 r(^3 + i- - j)r(r^ + j) 
* + fg) nr^Mi + iMr^) 
• I^-Bg^^l "*" j'fg + i - j) • 
Substituting Equation 4.15 into 4.12 yields the result 
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_3_ l.j »2 ^ r(r^ + 1 - j)r(r^ + 3) 
^ag + fg^ ^ag + IXr^mi + DlXr^) 
• ^i.B^(^i + j, ry + i - j) . 
Again, we have the following partial checks of Equation 4.l6: 
a, . a, 
(i) If a —»-œ ^ then ( T") —*"0 for j > 0 , ( ) —*-l , 
a^-ai a^ -a^  
f . . f 
( - — f o r  a l l  i ,  j  s u c h  t h a t  ,  
2 2 ®2 2 
and ^ ^  ^ . Bius, 
ap r 
(ii) If f„-»-co , then (-—•^—»-0 and 
^ ag + 
s V>l' • 
(iii) If f^^f^-^-œ , then.the double sum in h.l6 tends to zero since 
ap r 





2. V_ even 
Bae approach here is essentially the same as for Vg even, hut we 
now change the order of integration so that we take advantage of the 
assumption that is even to substitute a finite series expression for 
the cumulative distribution of derivation is again separated 
into the cases • a^f^ > f^ and a^f^ < f^ • 
CASE 1: a^f^ > fg 
Define the regions and for >0 as 
Si = {(xg,x ): f^x > x^ , x^ fixed} 
and 






Figure 4.3. Illustration of the regions and Sg for a^f^ > fg 
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If a^f^ > fg , the regions and will have the general relation­
ship illustrated by Figure 4.3. is clearly a subset of and, 
hence, we can express the probability function P as 
(4.17) 
^ --2' 
If a^=ag J the expression for P given by Equation 4.1 is still 
applicable since the assuniçtion Vg even was not required to obtain the 
result. 
Assume * 3ie function P caua be written in the integral 
form 
P = fCx^) f(xg) dXg . (4.18) 
Replacing the cumulative distribution function of in Equation 4.l8 
by the series expression 2.5 we have 
^ ^ So r(i + 1)]"^ ^  F (a^x^ + agXg)^ exp[-(a^x^ + 
' f(x^) f(xg) dXg dx^ . 
Expanding (a^x^+a^x^) and substituting for f(x^) and f(Xg) yields 
rs-l i 
P = il) j^(j) B-l [fg r(r^)r(rg)r(i + 1) 2 W^^-1 (4.19) 
CO œ r^+i-j-l r^+j-l 
x_ e2p{-[x^(aj_ H- fg) + Xg(ag + f^)y2t^'\ 
• dXg dx^ 
Integration in Equation 4.19 is straight-forward and gives the final result 
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r^-l 
'1 • "2 
\l-0 (4.20) 
Sg r(r^ + i - j)r(rg + j) 
rir^MrgMi + 1) 
Partial checks of Equation 4.20 include the following: 
(i) If fg—*- m , then P—*-1 
(ii) If a^—*-co , then P—>-0 
CASE 2 : a^f^ < f^ 
In this case the regions and are related as illustrated in 
Figure 4.4. 




Figure 4.4. Illustration of the regions and for a^f^ < f^ 
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We can write P in the integral form 
p = r > yf^, fg]^ > f(3Cj_) dXj_ . (4.21) 
Prom, figure 4.4, we see that the prohahility function in the integrand of 
Equation 4.21 can be expressed as the sum of two probabilities to yield 
P = r Pr[Xj > Zg < X^(f2 - aj_fj^)/a2f^|}C^ . f(x^) (11.22) 
+ [ ^ - Vi)/a2fi|XL = X,] 
• f(x^) dx^ 
Let P^ and P^ denote the two integrals in Equation 4.21. Expres­
sions will be derived for P^ and P^ separately. 
First; we write P^ as 
x^Cf^-aif^Va^f^ 
i f(x^) f(Xg) dXg dx^ . (4.23) 
Replacing the cumulative distribution of with the series expression 
2.5 and substituting for f(3C|^) and f(Xg) , we have 
rg-l . r +r +i 
?! = iio [fi r(r^)r(rg)r(i + 1) 2 ^  ^ ]~^ (4.24) 
09 
if I 




Letting X^= f^Y^/(l+f^) and ^=^2 ; ve obtain 
^3-1 r r +i r +r +i ^ 
^1 = So ^1 + ^ 1) T{T^)T{r^)T{± + 1) 2 ^  ^ 2 
œ r +i-l r -1 
' ^1 ^2 e2p[-|(y^ + Yg)] dy^ dy^ 
where = ( f^ )/ [^2 ^ ^ ^ making the transformation 
Y^Z^{l-Z^) and Y=Z^Z^ we get 
rg-l r +i r^+r^+i ^ 
^1 = iio ^ 1 + ^ 1) r(r^)r(rg)r(i + i) 2 ^  ^ 2 (4.25) 
B3 
<» r +r_+i-l r^-1 r^+i-l 
• ^ ^ Zg (1 - Zg) exp(-lz^) dZg dz^ 
where =( :^2 "^1^1 )/ ^^ ^2 "^l^l'*^2 ^ ^ ^  ' 
Changing iiie order of integration and integrating out in Equation 
4.25 gives 
h = i% ^1^ ^ iXr^Mr^Mi + 1)]"^ r(r^ + + i) 
B3 
f r -1 r +i-l 
• ; (1 . zg) ^  dzg 
or 
ro-l r r +i 
1^ = iëo + 1^) r(r^ )r(i + 1)]"^  (4.26) 
r(r^ + i) Ig (rg^r^ + i) 







• f(x^) f(xg) dXg <ix^ . 
Again substituting for f(z^) , f(x^) , and the cumulative distribution 
of we get 
r^-l . r-+r_+i , 
Pg = [fg r(r^)T(r^)r(i + l) 2 ^  ^ yl 
œ °= . r-,-1 r^-1 
• exp{-[x^(f2 ^1) ^2^^2 ^2)3/2^2} dXg <3x^ • 
Expanding (a^z^ + a^Xg)^ gives 
^3-1 i ,i, 4 i_i ^ 1 r,+r^+i 
^2 = iîo jSoÇ 4 4'^ [4 r(r^)r(r2)r(i + 1) 2'^ ^ 3"^ ( I t .  2 8 )  
œ r +0-1 r "HL-j-l 
J Zn Xg 
0 x^(f2-aj_f^)/a2f^ ; 
• exp{-[x^(f2 + a^) +  x ^ ( f ^  + ag)]/2fg} dx^ dx^ 
Letting X^= f^Y^/(f^+a^) and X^= ' Equation 4.28 becomes 
[f^ (^2 + (^-29) 
^3-1 i ,i j i_j /l'^2'^^ 
^2 i&) \ ®2 ^2 
(fg + ag) 
rg+i-j r +rp+i , 
r(r^)r(r2)r(i + i) 2 ^  ^ 2 
a œ r^+j-1 r^+i-j-l 
' I 
e:^[-&(y2 + 72^^ ^ 2 ^1 
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where A2^=(f2+ag) (fg-a^f^)/[agf^(fg+a^) ] . 
Again making use of the transformation Y^= Z^(l-Zg) and Yg= 
we obtain 
r?-! i . . . - r +r +i . r +j 
^2 ' i& ^2 ^2 [4 (^2 + ^ 1» 
rp+i-j r^+r^+i 
' (fg + ag) ^  r(r^)r(r2)r(i + l) 2 ^  ^ ] 
œ 1 r +r +i-l r^+i-j-1 r^+j-1 
• I ^  Zg (1 - Zg) exp(-iz^) dZg dz^ 
where B^=if^+a^) (f^-a^f^)/[(f^+a^) (f2-a^f^)+a2f^(f2+a^) ] . 
Changing the order of integration in Equation 4.30 and integrating out 
z^ yields 
rs-l i . fp r fp rp a 
^2 = ( 2 ) 2 ( 1 % + 
. / ^2 xi-.i ^^1 ^2 
+ ag) rir^Mr^Mi + U 
1 r +i-j-l r +j-l 
• r (1 - z,) dzg 
\ 
or 
rg-l i . fp r f r a . 
^2 " i=0 j=o(j) (fg + ag) (fg + ag) (fg + a^) 
. r ^2 4-1 r(rg + i - 3)r(r^ + J) 
^fg + Sg^ r(r^)r(rg)rCi + 1) 
Il_B^(ri + rg + i - j) . 
Combining Equation 4.26 and 4.31, we can write 4.22 as 
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r?-! r, 2 i r(r + i) 
^ " i=0 ^1 + rCr^)ni + 1) "*" (^-32) 
+%%W 
_ r(rg + i - ô)r(r^ + j) 
' r(r^)r(rg)r(i + 1) + j' rg + 1 - j) . 
Finally, we have the following partial checks of Equation 4.32: 
(i) If fg-*- CO J then *-l , «-1 , and hence 
rq-l r^ , r +i r(r^ + i) 
^^i^ ^1 (l + f^) rCr^)rCi + 1) ' (^-33) 
Die limit in 4.33 can be shown to he equal to Pr(F < v_f-,/v-, ) . 
J -L -L 
fp r 
(ii) If a„-^oo , then B-^0 , (:=— ) ->-0 , and hence 
^ -5 2 2 
P-^0 . 
D. Applications 
1. -, Family error rates for two tests 
A trivial application of the results of the previous section is to 
the bivariate F distribution function 
2 V ^  5 Ttg) 
where and X are independently distributed chi square random 
variables with , Vg ^ and v degrees of freedom, respectively, 
a. Vg even Let a^=0 , 8^=1 , and f^=r]^2/'^ 
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Equation k.l6. Ihe resulting expression is 
s v ^  s Tig) 
= -% 'v?r^v/" 'v + 
• njlni +'i) 
where u= v^t1j_/(v+v^T]^) and Bg=(\) + (vh^^v^+q^vg) . "mis resuit 
was obtained by Tiao and Guttman (1965). 
b. V even Letting a^=0 , ag=l , f^=q^v^/v and f^=r\^^/v 
in Equation 4.32, we obtain the result 
,\h-l \ho 
3Ç/v - yv - (^-35) 
iâo S + \ r(iv^)rCi + i) 
, Vg >2 , V g , ,1 1 . ., 
1=0 'v + llgVg^ 'v + TlgVg' + 1) 
"dAiere 
®3 " ^1^1 "*" ^^2^ 
and 
Bj^ = (V + Tlg-Vg)/ (V + + TlgVg) . 
Computed values of the bivariate F distribution function were 
obtained utilizing Equation 4.35 with and equal to the upper 
0.05 percentage points of the corresponding univariate F distributions. 
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Ohé probability values are given in Table 4.1. 
Kimball's inequality for the "bivariate ? is 
For the choices of and r]^ used in Table 4.1, the inequality is 
Bie inequality is seen to be closest for large values of the denominator 
degrees of freedom v and small values of the numerator degrees of fteedcm 
and Vg . From Equation 2.8 and the independence of the chi square 
random variables, the inequality is easily shown to become a strict equal­
ity as V tends to <= . 
ÎQie family error for two dependent tests of significance, each made 
at the 0.05 level, is one minus the computed probabilities given in Table 
4.1. 
2. Testing a contrast after testing for the equality of k means 
Ass-ume the observations y. . satisfy the one-way classification model 
Xj 
j = + e^^ (i=l, ... j=l, ...,n) , 
•where the p. are fixed but unknown constants and the e. . are identi-1 
cally and independently distributed N(0,cr^) random variables. 
Hie usual null hypothesis in the analysis of variance test is that the 
are all equal, i.e., 
























 It II H
 CM II H II II ro
 PO II H II O
J II Vl =3 I
I 
0.9190 0.9219 0.9256 0.9231 0.9274 0.9293 0.9239 0.9283 0.9305 0.9317 
0.9109 0.9130 0.9158 0.9141 0.9174 0.9193 0.9148 0.9185 0.9205 0.9218 
0.9079 0.9094 0.9115 0.9103 0.9128 0.9143 0.9109 0.9137 0.9154 0.9165 
0.9064 0.9076 0.9091 0.9083 0.9102 0.9114 0.9088 0.9110 0.9123 0.9134 
0.9055 0.9065 0.9078 0.9071 0.9086 0.9097 0.9075 0.9093 0.9104 0.9113 
0.9046 0.9053 0.9062 0.9057 0.9068 0.9075 0.9060 0.9073 0.9081 0.9088 
0.9041 0.9046 0.9053 0.9050 0.9058 0.9064 0.9052 0.9062 0.9068 0.9073 
0.9038 0.9042 0.9048 0.9045 0.9052 0.9056 0.9047 0.9055 0.9060 0.9064 
0.9036 0.9039 0.9044 0.9042 0.9047 0.9051 0.9043 0.9050 0.9054 0.9058 
0.9034 0.9037 0.9041 0.9039 0.9044 0.9047 0.9041 0.9046 0.9050 0.9053 
0.9028 0.9029 0.9030 0.9029 0.9030 0.9031 0.9030 0.9031 0.9032 0.9033 
0.9025 0.9025 0.9025 0.9025 0.9025 0.9025 0.9025 0.9025 0.9025 0.9025 
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Without loss of generality, the caramon value of the is taken to be 
zero in the null hypothesis. Bie oc level analysis of variance test of 
f against the alternative that at least one is not equal to zero, 
rejects if 
F = ; M - , (,.35) 
- 1) ° 
where f^ is the lOO(l-a) percentage point of the T distribution with 
k-1 and k(n-l) degrees of freedom, 
n 
= all ' 
and 
y = il. • 
If is rejected, the researcher may then wish to draw conclusions 
about individual contrasts of the treatment means . Ifumerous 
approaches to the problem of multiple comparisons have been suggested. 
Scheffe''s (1953) method is of particular interest when testing that any 
full set of k-1 independent contrasts aré equal to specified values. 
He proved that his procedure for testing any full set of contrasts is 
equivalent to the F test of in the sense that the F test is sig­
nificant if and only if at least one contrast is significant, therefore, 
the probability of erroneously declaring at least one contrast significant 
when they are all true is exactly equal to the level of the F test. 
Also, the probability remains at the same level if the F test is per­
formed prior to testing the contrasts individually. 
Ill 
If the researcher is interested in some number p < k-1 contrasts, 
the probability of falsely declaring at least one of the contrasts sig­
nificant using Scheffe ' 's method, when they are all true, is less than the 
level of the F test. Scheffe' included tabled values of this probability 
for p=l and v=<» , where v denotes the denominator degrees of freedom 
for the F statistic. 
In this section, we utilize the results of Section C to ccrapute the 
probability of falsely declaring a single contrast significant ^ en the 
F test given by Equation 4.36 is made prior to the test of the contrast. 
!Ihe contrast null hypothesis is denoted by 
^o: ik ^i^i = 0 
k k _ 
where and . We consider only tests of the form that 
reject if 
n( S c.y.)^ 
t2 = ^ ^ XX > t_ (4.37) 
ih -1) 
o 
where t^ depends on the procedure used. One choice of t^ caramonly used 
is the 100 (l-a) percentage point of the t^ distribution with v 
degrees of freedom where v=k(n-l) and a is the level of both the test 
for H and H . Bie choice of t given by Scheffe' is 00 o o 
(k-l)F, T (l-ct) where F, denotes the 100(l-a) percentage point 1, V it—1, V 
of the F distribution with k-1 and v degrees of freedm. Other 
choices, including Tukey's (19^1), are functions of the percentage points 
of the studentized range. 
ïhe probability we study here is 
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S = Pr(t^ > P > true) . (4.38) 
We now obtain an expression of S for k > 2 . For k=2 , the probabil­
ity is trivially equal to a . 
a. Expression for S Die sample means y^ , 1 < i < k , are 
independently and normally distributed with means , 1 < i < k , 
and equal variances cr^/n . Let 
• • •jy'jj.) 
and define 
Z = HT 
where H is a kxk orthogonal matrix with elements (h. .) given by 
"ij = "j ' 1 < a < ' 
1 
"2 
,  1 <  j < k  
h. . arbitrary subject to orthogonality 
of H for 2 < i < k - 1 , l<j<k . 
Further let denote the i^^ element of Z , i.e. 
Z. = H.Y 
1 X 
where H^=(h^p...,h^) is the i^^ row of H . Since Z^ is a linear 
combination of y^,...^y^ , it is distributed normally with mean 
k 
.2 h. .p. and variance r/n . 0=1 ij J ' 
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By the orthogonality of H , we have 
k k 
= Y'Y = Z'H'HZ = Z'Z = ^^^Z^ . (4.39) 
Using Equation 4.39, we obtain the identity 
ilCy, - ?)-= ,1,2? - ^  • 
or recalling the definition of the last row of H , 
i^^^i " = i^L ^i • (4.40) 
Under the null hypothesis H^ , Z^ has mean zero. Therefore, nZ^/cr^ 
has a central chi square distribution with one degree of freedom. Bie 
distribution of nZ|/cr^ , 2 < i < k-1 , is a non-central chi square 
with one degree of freedom and non-centrality parameter of 6. =n(H.p)^/cr^ 
k 
=nP'H^H^p/cr^=n^^P^/cr^ . Since the Z^ are all independent, the distri-
k-1 
bution of n cr^ is a non-central chi square with k-2 degrees of 
freedom and paremeter 6=n(k-2) cr^ . It is noted that the distribu­
tions of the Z^ do not depend on the choice of row 2 throu^ k-1 of 
H . 
Utilizing Equation 4.40, the expression for S given by Equation 
4.38 can be written as 
nZg n%Zf 
S = Pr[-^ > t^, ^ > f^(k - 1) (4.41) 
P P 
k _ 
where ^"i^L^i^i ' 
k(n - l)s| = Ct.te) 
Il4 
is distributed as cr^ times a chi square with v=k(n-l) degrees of free­
dom. Prom the distribution of the and s^ j Equation 4.4-1 is 
expressible as 
r X + 32(0) 
= = > V V? ^ ('^•''3) 
where X denotes a chi square random variable with v degrees of freedom, 
Xj^ a chi square with 1 degree of freedom, and X^(ô) a non-central chi 
square with k-2 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter Ô . 
Utilizing Patnaik's approximation for 3^(ô) , we can write 4.43 
approximately as 
X, + a 3L 
s = > V > foO' - D] C*-»*) 
where 
ag = (k - 2 + 26)/(k - 2 + 6 )  
and denotes a central chi square random variable with degrees of 
freedom 
Vg = (k - 2 + 6)2/(k -2+26) . 
Equation 4.44 can be alterly expressed as 
(r + a 3C )/(k - 1) 
® ^ 5 t.) - % < foJ (^•'^5) 
Bie first two probabilities in 4.4$ are readily computed using the 
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procedures given in Chapter II for evaluating the central and non-central 
F distribution functions. Ihe last probability in Equation is 
exactly of the form considered in Section C and, hence, can be evaluated 
using the results derived there. 
b. Computed values of S Table 4.2 gives computed values of S 
for 0=0.05 when t^ is selected as the 0.95 percentage point of the 
t^ distribution with v degrees of freedom. With this choice of t^ , 
the value of S will approach O.O5 as 6 tends to <= . nhis is seen 
from Table 4.2 where S appears to be a monotonie increasing function of 
6 . 
Computed values of S lAien t^ is chosen as Scheffe''s critical 
point (k-l)F (l-a) are given in Table 4.3 for a=0.05 . For this 
• K — V  
choice of t^ , S approaches 
as Ô tends to œ , and S is not a monotonie function of 6 
!Ihe value of S is considerably smaller for Scheffe''s procedure 
than for the t-^test. Also, the effect of varying 6 is more pronounced 
for the t-test. For both methods, the value of S is not greatly affected 
by increasing n . As would be expected, however, S decreases rapidly 
as k becomes larger. 
c. Power expression Ihe power of a test procedure of the form 
considered in this section can be expressed as 
x;(6 ) + %(6) 
> V ^  ^ > f.(k - 1)] (^.U6) 
22.6 
•where denotes a non-central chi square random variable with 1 
degree of freedom and non-centrality parameter ô^=n(^^c^^^)^/cr^ . 
Using Patnaik's approximation for both and X^(ô) , Equation 
k.k-G can be evaluated approximately for v even utilizing the derived 
expression 4.32 and computational procedures for the F distribution 
given in Chapter II. 
Table h.2. Values of S using the t-test for , a = 0.05 
Humber of populations (k) 
n 3 4 5 6 7 8 
3 0.028 0.022 0.019 0.017 0.015 0.014 
5 0.027 0.020 0.017 0.015 0.014 0.013 
7 0.026 0.020 0.017 0.015 0.013 0.012 
9 0.026 0.020 0.016 0.015 0.013 0.012 
11 0.026 0.019 0.016 0.014 0.013 0.012 
13 0.026 0.019 0.016 0.014 0.013 0.012 
15 0.025 0.019 0.016 0.014 0.013 0.012 
3 0.032 0.025 0.021 0.019 0.017 0.016 
5 0.031 0.024 0.020 0.018 0.016 0.015 
7 0.030 0.023 0.020 0.017 0.016 0.014 
9 0.030 0.023 0.019 0.017 0.015 0.014 
11 0.030 0.023 0.019 0.017 0.015 0.014 
13 0.030 0.023 0.019 0.017 0.015 0.014 
15 0.030 0.023 0.019 0.017 0.015 0.014 
3 0.035 0.028 0.024 0.021 0.019 0.018 
5 0.034 0.027 0.023 0.020 0.018 0.017 
7 0.034 0.026 0.023 0.020 0.018 0.016 
9 0.034 0.026 0.022 0.020 0.018 0.016 
11 0.034 0.026 0.022 0.019 0.017 0.016 
13 0.033 0.026 0.022 0.019 0.017 0.016 
15 0.033 0.026 0.022 0.019 0.017 0.016 
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Table ij-.2(Cont. )« 
îîuiDber of populations (k) 
ô n 3 4 5 6 7 8 
3 0.039 0.033 0.028 0.025 0.023 0.021 
5 0.040 0.032 0.027 0.024 0.022 0.020 
7 0.039 0.032 0.027 0.024 0.022 0.020 
2.0 9 o.o4o 0.032 0.027 0.024 0.022 0.020 
11 0.0k) 0.032 0.027 0.024 0.022 0.020 
13 o.o4o 0.032 0.027 0.024 0.022 0.020 
15 o.o4o 0.032 0.027 0.024 0.022 0.020 
3 0.045 o.o4o 0.035 0.032 0.030 0.028 
5 0.046 o.o4o 0.035 0.032 0.030 0.027 
7 0.046 o.o4o 0.035 0.032 0.030 0.028 
4.0 9 0.046 o.o4o 0.035 0.032 0.030 0.027 
11 0.046 o.o4o 0.036 0.032 0.030 0.028 
13 0.046 o.o4o 0.036 0.032 0.030 0.028 
15 0.046 o.o4o 0.036 0.032 0.030 0.028 
3 0.049 0.047 0.045 0.043 0.041 0.039 
5 0.049 0.048 0.046 0.044 0.042 o.o4o 
7 0.049 0.048 0.046 0.044 0.042 0.041 
9.0 9 0.049 0.048 0.046 0.044 0.042 0.041 
11 0.049 0.048 0.046 0.044 0.042 0.04l 
13 0.049 0.048 0.04$ 0.044 0.043 0.04l 
15 0.049 0.048 0.046 0.044 0.043 0.04l 
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Table 4.3. Values of S using Scheffe^'s test for , a = 0.05 . 
lïtmiber of populatiôns (k) 
6 n 3  4  5  6  7  8  
3 0.0182 0.0082 0.0039 0.0020 0.0010 0.0005 
5 0.0165 0.0066 0.0029 0.0014 0.0007 0.000.3 
7 0.0157 0.0061 0.0026 0.0012 0.0006 0.0003 
9 0.0155 0.0059 0.0025 0.0011 0.0005 0.0002 
11 0.0153 0.0057 0.0024 0.0011 0.0005 0.0002 
13 0.0151 0.0056 0.0023 0.0010 0.0005 0.0002 
15 0.0150 0.0056 0.0023 0.0010 0.0005 0.0002 
3 0.0184 0.0083 0.0039 0.0020 0.0010 0.0005 
5 0.0169 0.0067 0.0030 0.0014 0.0007 0.0003 
7 0.0162 0.0062 0.0027 0.0012 0.0006 0.0003 
9 0.0159 0.0060 0.0025 0.0011 0.0005 0.0002 
11 0.0158 0.0058 0.0024 0.0011 0.0005 0.0002 
13 0.0156 0.0058 0.0024 0.0011 0.0005 0.0002 
15 0.0155 OJ.OO58 0.0024 0.0010 0.0005 0.0002 
3 0.0187 0.0084 o.oo4o 0.0020 0.0010 0.0005 
5 0.0173 0.0069 0.0030 0.0014 0.0007 0.0003 
7 0.0167 0.0065 0.0028 0.0013 0.0006 0.0003 
9 0.0166 0.0062 0.0026 0.0012 0.0005 0.0003 
11 0.0165 0.0061 0.0025 0.0011 0.0005 0.0002 
13 0.0163 0.0061 0.0025 0.0011 0.0005 0.0002 
15 0.0162 0.0061 0.0025 0.0011 0.0005 0.0002 
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T^le 4.3(Gont. )• 
lîumber of populations (k) 
n 3 4 5 6 7 8 
3 0.0189 0.0086 0.0041 0.0021 0.0011 0.0005 
5 0.0179 0.0073 0.0033 0.0015 0.0008 0.0004 
7 0.0174 0.0069 0.0030 0.0014 0.0007 0.0003 
9 0.0173 0.0067 0.0029 0.0014 0.0006 0.0003 
11 0.0173 0.0066 0.0028 0.0013 0.0006 0.0003 
13 0.0171 . 0.0066 0.0028 0.0013 0.0006 0.0003 
15 0.0171 0.0066 0.0028 0.0013 0.0006 0.0003 
3 0.0189 0.0087 0.0042 0.0022 0.0012 0.0005 
5 0.0177 0.0075 0.0035 0.0018 0.0009 0.0005 
7 0.0172 0.0072 0.0034 0.0017 0.0009 0.0005 
9 0.0170 0.0070 0.0032 0.0017 0.0009 0.0005 
11 0.0170 0.0069 0.0032 0.0016 0.0009 0.0005 
13 0.0168 0.0069 0.0032 0.0016 0.0009 0.0005 
15 0.0168 0.0069 0.0032 0.0016 0.0009 0.0005 
3 0.0183 0.0084 0.0041 0.0022 0.0012 0.0006 
5 0.0163 0.0068 0.0032 0.0017 0.0009 0.0006 
7 0.0154 0.0062 0.0029 0.0015 0.0009 0.0006 
9 0.0150 0.0059 0.0027 0.0014 0.0008 0.0005 
11 0.0148 0.0057 0.0026 0.0014 0.0008 0.0005 
13 0.0145 0.0056 0.0025 0.0013 0.0008 0.0005 
15 0.0145 0.0056 0.0025 0.0013 0.0008 0.0005 
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V. PROBABILITY OF SELECTING TEIE "CORRECT" 
MODEL IN MODEL BUILDING 
A. Introduction 
A common problem encountered by the experimental researcher is the 
determination of a mathematical model to describe the effect of a collec­
tion of variables, called independent variables, upon the response of 
another variable referred to as the dependent variable, nhe general form 
of the model is frequently known, but knowledge concerning exactly which 
of the independent variables in fact affect the response of the dependent 
variable is not complete, dhe researcher may wish then to choose among 
various statistical model building procedures to determine which variables 
to include in his model. Such procedures, of idiich Efroymson's (1964) 
stepwise algorithm is perhaps the most widely known, are sequential in 
nature and generally consist of preliminary tests of significance. ïhe 
theory developed for such tests has focused primarily on the study of bias 
and mean square error. Such a study, along with a review of literature 
in this area, is given by Kennedy (19^9) and Kennedy and Bancroft (l97l) • 
Ihe study of bias and mean square error are certainly of interest to 
the researcher since he is generally concerned with utilizing the model 
to predict future responses in the dependent variable. However, it seems 
plausible that another question of interest might be "What is the prob­
ability that the model obtained is in fact the true or correct model?" 
Œhe "correct" model is interpreted as that model -tâiich includes all vari­
ables that influence the dependent variable and excludes all others. 
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(Diiis, if he is concerned with the consequences of including variables that 
in fact have no effect on the dependent variable^ he may want to collect 
enough data so that he will have a high probability of obtaining the cor­
rect model. An. ezaziple is the researcher in the position of selecting 
drugs for the treatment of some disease. In addition to the cost of admin­
istering the drug, the possible discomfort of the patient is at least one 
additional reason for avoiding the use of any drug that does not aid in 
treatment of the disease. 
In this chapter we investigate the probability of selecting the cor­
rect model for two sequential deletion model building procedures- In 
both procedures the "full model", which contains all the variables, is 
fitted first and variables are then deleted until a specified stopping 
criteria is satisfied. !Ihe procedures differ in that for one, called the 
always pool procedure, pooling occurs at each step whereas for the other, 
called the never pool procedure, no pooling is done. Bie always pool pro­
cedure was discussed by Anderson (19^2) and the never pool procedure by 
Kennedy and Bancroft (1971). 
We are concerned here primarily with determining the saoule size re­
quired by each procedure to assure that the probability of correct selec­
tion is at least some prespecified level. A brief comparison of the two 
model building procedures is also presented. 
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B. Âssus^tions and Notation 
ïhe "full model" ve consider is the multiple linear regression model 
y = 6^Xj_+... +B^ï,+ e 
where denote the complete set of independent variables and y 
is the dependent variable. Die , l<i<m , are assumed to be 
fixed but unknown constants, and e is a random variable assumed to have 
zero mean and unknown variance cr^ . Bie assumption that e is normally 
distributed is also made so that tests of significance are validated and 
hence probability statements can be formulated. 
Beyond the above usual assumptions, we further assume that: 
(1) the variables are ordered so that is greater in importance 
than X if i < j . 
J 
(2) the variables x^, ...,x^ are known to be in the model and 
hence are not to be deleted by either model building procedure. 
Assumption (l) implies that if x. is in the model then all x. such 
J 3. 
that i < j must also be included. Ihe ordering may arise naturally, as 
with a polynomial model, or may simply reflect prior information of the 
researcher, either from theory or by his experience. An argument in be­
half of the reasonableness of this assumption is given by Kennedy (1969). 
Assumption (2) permits -Qie researcher to specify a "sure" set of variables. 
For example, the specification of an intercept in the model is possible by 
letting r = 1 and fixing x^ to always be constant 1 . 
Bie selection of a model is based upon the availability of sample 
data y., x. ., ..., x . (j=l, ...,n) , where x. . denotes the value of 
J nitJ ^ J 
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the variable associated with the j-th observation of y . It is 
assumed that the vectors are mutually orthogonal so that 
n 
j=L^ij ~ ^i (i=lj • •• j 
and (5.1) 
with > 0 . The estimate of obtained when the data are fitted by 
the method, of least squares is then 
\ = d-i.-—"") • (5-2) 
Bie sum of squares due to is given by 
88 — d^bf (i—l^...jm) y (5* 3) 
and the residual sum of squares by 
ss, - j#iy| - itsSi . (5.M 
The sum of squares SS^, SS^, .. SS^ are independently distributed, 
SS^ having a central chi square distribution with v = n - m degrees of 
freedom and SS^ a non-central chi square distribution with 1 degree 




C. Description of the Tèst Procedures 
Bie two model building procedures are now described utilizing the 
notation introduced in the previous section. 
1. Ifever pool procedure 
STEP 1: Fit the full model to obtain SS and SS. (i=l, ...,m) 
e 1 ' ' 
STEP 2; Set j = m at the first stage. 
STEP 3 : Compute 
SS. 
for testing H.;p. =0 against ^ 0 . 
J J J J 
STEP 4-: If U. > f , ^ere f is the 100(l-û!) percentage point of the 
V 
F distribution having 1 and v degrees of freedom with a selected by 
the researcher, then terminate the procedure and conclude that the model 
c o n t a i n s  x .  a n d  a l l  v a r i a b l e s  g r e a t e r  i n  i m p o r t a n c e ,  i . e . ,  x , .  
3 2. J 
If U. < f , delete x. from the model. 
t) J 
STEP 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 with j= m-1 at the second stage, j = m-2 
at the third stage, etc., until either U. > f for some j or all x. 
J J 
(j > r) are deleted. 
2. Always pool procedure 
STEP 1: Fit the full model to obtain SS and SS. (i=l,...,m) 
e 1 ' ' 
STEP 2: Set j = m , SSE^ = SS^ , and at the first stage. 
STEP 3 : Compute 
SS 
V = V j 88Ej 
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for testing H. :p . = 0 against ^ 0 . 
J V J J 
STEP 4: If V. > f. where f. is the 100(l-a) percentage point of the 
J J 3 
F distribution having 1 and v. degrees of freedom, then terminate the 
3 
procedure and conclude that the model contains . 
J 
If V. < f. delete x. from the model. 
J J J 
m 
STEP 5: Let SSE. . = 88 + ,2.88, and v. ^ = n- j+ l . 
J e JE—J & J —J. 
STEP 6: Repeat steps 3, and 5 with j = m-1 at the second stage, 
j = m-2 at the third stage, etc., until either V. > f. for some j or 
J J 
all X. (j > r) are deleted. 
J 
Hhus, the main distinction between the two procedures is the extra 
step for the always pool procedure where the error sum of squares is mod­
ified by pooling the original error sum of squares with the 88. associ-
J 
ated with the x deleted from the model. 
0 
D. Exact Probability Expressions 
For the two procedures, we now obtain exact egressions for the 
probability that the model 
y = p^x^ + ... + + e (5.8) 
is selected when it is the true or correct model. 
Note that ^ en the model given by Equation 5.8 is the true model 
then 88^ , defined in Equation 5.3, has a non-central chi square dis­
tribution with one degree of freedom and non-centrallty parameter 
= d^(p^/a)^ , while 88^ (j=t+l,...,m) , each have a central chi 
square distribution with one degree of freedom. 
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1. Never pool procedure 
let E denote the event that the sequence of tests for the never 
pool procedure leads to the model 5.8, i.e., 
^r : Vl^^ ' 
^m — ^ ^ (^=r+"l,. •.^m-l) , 
and E ; U > f . 
m m 
Further let P(E^|denote the probability that the model $.8 is select­
ed by the never pool procedure when the full model has m variables and 
the true model is actually given by 5.8. We can ei^ress P(E^|X^) as 
P(eJX^) = Pr(E^Ip^ 0 , Pj = 0 for j=t+l,...,m) . (5.9) 
The conditions p, ^  0 and p. =0 (j > 4) , imply that only x^,...,x 
V J ± ^ 
affect the response in y and, hence, that ..., are not present 
in the true model. Note that the assumption x^ is greater in importance 
than X if i < j can be interpreted as "p. f 0 implies that p. / 0 
J 0 1 
for i < j 
In the derivation that follows it is assumed throughout that 0 
and p.=0 (j > t) , and notationally the conditional part of the prob-
ability function in Equation 5.9 will be omitted. 
Recalling the distributions of 88 and the 8S-.- , Equation 5-9 
® J 
can be expressed as 
S s s 
= Fr[^ V < f, . . . ,  V < f, V < f] ,  
e e e 
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8^ s . S'(X ) 
P(E^lX^) = Pr[^ V < f, ..-p V < f, V > f] (5.10) 
for 't=r+l,... ,m-l , 
si(V) 
P(\lX„) = Ert-^a- V > f] , 
where S, 8'(\ ), S ..., S denote independently distributed random 
G  V  ' v  " { r r I E  
variables with 8^^;... ^ 8^ each having a central chi square distribution 
with one degree of freedom, 8^ a central chi square with v degrees of 
freedom, and a non-central chi square distribution with one degree 
of freedom and non-centrality parameter X. . Bie probability function 
'U 
P(E^|\r) is exactly of the form considered by Amos and Bulgren (1972 
while P(E^jA.^) is the upper-tail probability distribution function of a 
non-central ' t^ random variable with v degrees of freedom and non-cen-
trality parameter X . Bae evaluation of these functions was discussed 
m. 
in Chapter II. Hence, we consider here only the cases t = r+-l,...,m-l . 
Equation ^ .10 can be written in the form 
^f) = •••' S (5.U.) 
or, making the transformation T = max (8^^,.. , as 
P(eJX^) = Pr[T<8^f/v, S^a^) > 8gf/v] . (5-12) 
By the independence of the 8^ , the probability density function of T 
I S  
(m - t)f^(t)[Fi(t)]*-4'-]- ,  t  > 0 , 
g(t) =i (5.13) 
, otherwise , 
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where f^(t) and F^(t) are the p.d.f. and c.d.f., respectively, of the 
central chi square distribution with one degree of freedom. 2ae cumulative 
distribution function of T is 
, t > 0 , 
G(t) = 
0 , otherwise . 
Expression $.12 can also be written as 
= Pr(T < S^f/v) - Pr[T < S^f/v, S^(X^) < S^f/v] 
= Pr(T < S^f/v) - P'(eJx^) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
where Pr(T < 8^f/v) is again of the form considered by Amos and Bulgren, 
and can be evaluated using their procedure, fence, we devote out attention 
here to the second probability function denoted by P • (E^J X.^) 
Since T is a function only of , and since ^^(^^); 
...,8^ are independently distributed, then T and S^(^^) are also 
independently distributed. Using this fact, P'(E^|X^) can be written 
in the integral form 
œ 
P'(eJX^) = ^ Pr[T < S^f/vlSg = s] Pr[S|(X^) < S^f/vjS^ = s] f^(s') ds 
or, more briefly, as 
P'(eJx^) = jG(sf/v) Pr[Sj^(X^) <sf/v] f^(8) da (5.16) 
where G(*) is defined by Equation 5.1'+. Eecalling that the non-central 
chi square density function (or c.d.f.) is expressible as a mixture of 
central chi square densiiy functions, we have 
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= r ezp(-T^) î'i+2k(sf/v) G(sf/v) f^(s) ds (5.I7) 
where = X^/2 . 
Substituting for G(sf/v) and f^(s) , Equation 5.IT becomes 
(5-18) 
. F [P (sf/v)f-^ ds 
0 2^ r(a) 
where a = v/2 . Ihe Monotone Convergence (Dieorem justifies the inter­
change of simulation and integration. 
Letting z = ^ s in Equation 5.I8, we have 
(5.19) 
. F[P^(2zf/v)f'^Fj^^(2zf/v)2Î^^|^a2 . 
Rewriting Equation 5 «19 in the form 
(5.20) 
• f iF^iZzt/v)f'^ F^^[22(l-iai)f*/v] ^ 
where f* = f/(l+2k) , we see that P'(E^jx^) is a mixture of multivari­
ate distribution functions of the type considered by Amos and Bulgren. 
A partial check of Equation 0.20 is to let X, = 0 . If X = 0 
in 5*20, then 
P'(\|x^) = r[F^(2zf/v)f-^ 
which is exactly the expected result, i.e., Pr(l^ < S^f/v,...,S^ < S^f/v) . 
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A further check is to let f-^œ , which correctly yields 
lim P'(E,|X,) = 1 . 
Substituting the result given by Equation 5.20 into Equation 5.1$, 
we obtain the final result 
= Pr(l < S^f/v) - exp(4x^)/ki] (5.21) 
. ^ [F^(2zf/v)f"^ F^^[22(l+2k)fVv] dz . 
P(E^|X^) can thus be computed from Equation 5.21 utilizing the pro­
cedure of Amos and Bulgren to evaluate the multivariate central distribu­
tion functions. Dae to the infinite series in Equation 5.21, however, the 
use of Patnaik's approximation to compute P(E,j\ ) will be considered in 
Section E of this chapter. 
2. Always pool procedure 
3he derivation for the always pool procedure is considerably easier 
than for the never pool procedure and makes use of the following well-
known fact. 
FACT: If and are independent chi square random variables with 
and Vg degrees of freedom, respectively, then 
"1 = § *2 = Zi + Zg 
are independent random variables, distributed as an F with and 
Vg degrees of freedom and distributed as a chi square with + Vg 
degrees of freedom. 
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Let denote the event that the sequence of tests for the always 
pool procedure leads to the model given "by 5.8, i.e, 
\ ^r+2 - ^r+2' ^ rfl - ^r+1 
\ \+i - ^i+i' \ ^ ('£'=1+1,...,m-l) , 
4%: > f* ' 
Further let Q(A^IX^) denote the probability that the always pool proce­
dure obtains the model with -t variables, given by Equation 5.8, ^ en the 
fall model has m variables and the true model is the model 5.8. We can 
express Q(A^| X^) as 
Q(aJX^) = Pr(Ajp^ 0 ; pj = 0 for j=^+l,.. .,m) . (5.22) 
Again, for simplicity in notation, the conditional part of the probability 
function will be omitted. 
As defined in the description of the always pool test procedure given 
in Section C, we have 
SS V 
V. V (j=r+l,...,m.l) , 
' aSe + t%j+i8Sk 
and 
SS V 
\ = "sf" • 
e 
direct application of the fact stated at the beginning of this subsec­
tion, Vj is independent of 
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SBj.l = 
with V. having an F distribution with 1 and v. degrees of freedom 
J 3 
and 8E. ^  a chi square distribution with one degree of freedom. 
Since 85. ^ is independent of aS ,s5., ...,SS it follows that 7. j-1 e' j' m J 
and Vj ^  are also independent. Die independence of successive teims 
V. and V. ^ implies that V, ^..... V are all mutually independent. J j-l r+± m 
Hence, we have 
< fj) ; (5.23) 
Q(A^lX^) = Pr(V^ > f^) < f^) (^r+1,.. .,m-l) , 
' 
Recalling the distributions of 88 and the 88. we can rewrite Equations G J 
5.23 as 
Q(A^(X^) = (1 -
(5.24) 
Q(AjX^ ) = (1 - , U=irhl,...,m) , 
where F' . denotes a non-central F random variable with 1 and n-t 
n-'O 
degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter . 
HOTE: Both P(E^|X^) and Q(aJ X^) are clearly functions of a , n 
and m . For simplicity, however, all three parameters were suppressed 
in our notation. We will continue with the notation throughout this 
chapter. 
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E. Patnaik's Approximation to the Probabilities of Correct Selection 
A description of the approximation to the non-central chi square 
distribution proposed by Patnaik (19^9) vas presented in Chapter II, Sec­
tion B. In this section the approximation is utilized to obtain computa­
tional procedures for evaluating the probabilities P(E^|X^) and 
Q(A^|X^) . First; considering the expression for P(E^jX^) given by 
equation 5.10, we use Patnaik's approximation to replace 
c.S -where S denotes a central chi square random variable having TI. 
degrees of freedom "with 
1 + 2X 
(1 + 
% " 1 + 2Xj^ 
Substituting c S for S'(\ ) in Equation 5.10 we have 




P(eJX4) i  Pr(^ V < f, % V < f, ^ 
P(Ej\^) = Pr(^ V < f, ..., -|-iv<f) (5.26) 
-Pr(|lv<f, . 
e e e -t '-c 
Since is independent of S^^,..., S^, S^ , then so is S_^ and, 
hence, the two probabilities in Equation 5.26 are of the exact form con­
sidered by Amos and Bulgren. Equation 5.26 can thus be evaluated using 
their quadrature technique to provide approximate values for P(E^jX^) . 
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The following checks were made of the approximation to the second 
probability function in Equation 5*26 against the series expression given 
by Equation $.20 for a = .05 and v = 10 . 
Table ^.1. Accuracy of î^tnaik's approximations for 
a = 
.05 } V = 10 . 
m - & = 1 m '1 = 2 
Exact Approximate Exact Approximate 
P'(EjX^) 
0.0 0.906 0.906 0.868 0.868 
0.5 0.861 0.863 0.824 0.826 
2.0 0.721 0.731 0.693 0.702 
4.0 0.541 0.550 0.523 0.533 
9.0 0.223 0.215 0.217 0.211 
From Table 5.1, the discrepancy appears to be less than one digit in 
the second decimal place. This is as expected in view of the known accu­
racy of Patnaik's approximation and the general discussion of its use in 
multivariate distribution functions given in Section C of Chapter II. 
Finally, the use of Patnaik's approximation for evaluating Q(A^|X^) 
from Equation 5.24 is strai^t-forward and yields 
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V = (5.2T) 
where c and n, are given in Equation 5.25 and F denotes a 
random variable having a central F distribution "with and n-t 
degrees of freedom. * 
F. Comparison of the Two Test Procedures 
From Equations 5.10 and 5.24, it is noted that 
?(Ejy=«(AjXj , > 0 , 
for fixed a and n . We now investigate the relationship between the 
two procedures for -tî=r+l,.. .,m-l . 
1-
From Equation 5.I6, we have 
CO 
lim P'CeJxJ  = lim r G(sf/v) Pr[8',(X.) < sf/v] f ,(s) ds . 
Since Pr[X|^(X^) < sf/v] is dominated by the constant function with value 
1 , the limit can be taken inside the integral by the Lebesgue Convergence 
Bieorem to give 
lim P'(E |X ) = r lim Pr[ s ; (Xj  < sf/v] G(sf/v) f ,(s) 
or, upon taking the limit utilizing Equation 2.26, 
lim P'(E,IX,) = 0 . (5.28) 
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Combining Equations 5-15 and. 5.28, we obtain the result 
•••' V < f) • (5.29) 
•v e e 
For the always pool procedure, we take the limit of both sides of 
Equation $.2^ to get 
lim Q(A 1\ ) = (1 - . (5.30) 
Kimball ' s (1951) bound, we have 
S s 
Pr(^ V < f, . .V < f) > (1 " (5.31) 
e e 
IQierefore, from Equations $.29, 5«30, and 5.31, we can conclude that 
lim P(E|X)>lim Q(AjX.) , 
X^o, ^  ^ X^m ^ t 
1.e., the probability of selecting the correct model for the never pool 
procedure is larger than that of the always pool procedure for large X^ . 
2. 
From Equation 5 •15, we have 
g g 
lim p(E |a ) = Pr(qp-v < f, ..., <f) (5.32) 
X^ 0 ^  e  e 
8^ 8,_ S, 
- Pr(-^ V < f,.. . ,  -=— V < f, ^ V < f ) 
'8 " - " ' S " - 8 
e e e 
and frcm Equation ^ .2h 
lim Q(A |X.) = (1 - ccf'^cc . (5.33) 
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For ^=ïa-l , Equation 5*32 is 
Vl' = (1 - «) - Sr(# V < f, V ^ s • (5-34) 
m-1 e e 
Utilizing the bound given by Equation 5.31 in Equation 5.3^# we obtain 
Vl' 3 (1 - a) a 
V"r^ ° 
and; hence, we have the result 
fV • (5.35) 
v:r^ ° ° 
A proof of the inequality obtained for -t=ni-l , given by Equation 
5 • 35; has not been found for -t, < m-1. . However, both intuition and a 
limited numerical investigation suggest that the probability of correct 
selection for the always pool procedure is greater than that of the never 
pool procedure for smal 1 X. . In fact, the probability of the never 
pool procedure is apparently greater only for very large . Even then, 
the margin over the probability of the always pool procedure seems to be 
very small, reflecting the closeness of Kimball's bound. Diis can be seen 
from Figures 5.I to 5.4. As n increases, the probabilities of the two 
procedures are closer than in these figures. In fact, the probabilities 
are easily proven asynçtotically equivalent. 
3. n-»-p 
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Figure 5.2. Probability curves for a=0.05 , m=4 , r=l , n=10 . 
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Figui'e 5.4. Probability curves for a=0.01 , m=4 , r=l , n=10 . 
1^3 
I S ^ (5. 
•Pr[S^(X^) > sf/v] f(s/v) d(s/v) . 
36) 
Again, we can take the limit inside the integral in Equation 5.36 to get 
(5-37) 
"n^ > sf/v]-l:m ^f(s/v) d(s/v) . 
lim ^ P(EjX^) = ^ Rr(S^ < 3f/v)...Rr(S^^^ < sf/v) 
However, since S^/v-*! with probability one as n-*>co , we have 
Im ^f(s/v) 
1 f s/ V—1 
0 , otherwise 
Using this fact in Equation $.37, ve obtain the result 
or 
ll5.„P(E^|X^) = (1 - ar^'.lim „Pr[S|(\^) > f] . (5.38) 
Finally, from Equation 5.24, we also have 
> f] (5.39) 
where denotes a non-central chi square random variable with one 
degree of freedcm and non-centrality parameter . Combining Equations 
5.38 and 5.39, we have the expected result 
Ikh 
If the sangle data are collected such that d,= .^xf. is a divergent 
^ 0—1 
series, then +-œ as n—>•<» for , and the limit in Equation 
5.^0 is (l-o:)^ ^  . If d^ converges, say to the positive real number 
d , the limit is (l-a)^ ^  Pr{x'^[d (P ./o")^]] • 3be maximum probability 
J_ «V "V 
of correct selection that can thus be attained when the true model has t 
variables is (l-a)^ ^  . Bierefore, unless the true model is the full 
model, the prabability cannot be made to approach 1 by increasing n . 
In view of the results of this section, the always pool model build­
ing procedure would seem to provide a higher probability of correct model 
selection than the never pool procedure in most situations. However, a 
disadvantage of the always pool procedure in practice is that if the test 
incorrectly fails to declare a variable as significant at any stage, then 
all subsequent tests will be based on ratios that are not distribued as 
a central F since the denominator sum of squares includes the sum of 
squares from terms that should have been declared significant. ÎHie denom­
inator will thus overestimate cr^ and subsequent tests will not be as 
sensitive in declaring terms significant. Each successive failure to 
declare a term significant increases the overestimate of cr^ in the denom­
inator, creating the possibility that failure to declare significance will 
"snowball." 
Other arguments can be given for choosing one of the procedures over 
the other and both are in common use. ilhus, returning to the concept of 
correct selection probability, we consider in the following section the 
problem of determining a sample size so that the probability will be at 
14$ 
least some specified level. 
G. Sample Size Considerations 
We have seen that the probability of correct model selection is a 
function of the parameters 
o: = the level at which all tests of significance are performed, 
n = the number of observations in our sample data, 
m = the number of independent variables in the full model, 
-t = the number of independent variables in the true model, 
and = d^(p^/cr)^ where d^ is a function of the independent variables. 
In practice the parameters a , n , and m are often either known or 
controlled by the researcher. However, total knowledge about t is sel­
dom available, and the problem of model building in the framework we have 
established is to determine the value for K, . Also, information about 
the are not complete except for the term d^ . 
For fixed a , m , and t it is possible to obtain, via Equations 
5.26 and 5.27, curves of P(E^|X^) and Q(A^jX.^) against for differ­
ent sangle sizes n . Assuming the researcher has some knowledge about 
the value of (p^/cr)^ at which he desires a high probability of obtaining 
the correct model, it would be possible to use these curves to determine 
the sample size required to attain the specified probability of correct 
selection. Bie problem with this approach is that curves must be available 
lh6 
for each possible value of I and further, since the true value of I is 
not known, the appropriate curves to utilize are not well-defined. A 
solution to the problem is to seek a "least favorable" value for t and to 
consider only the curves for this value. Bie 'least favorable" value for 
t , as defined here, is the value for which the probability of correct 
selection is minimum over the range of the non-centrality parameter. De­
termination of the sample size for the least favorable model assures the 
researcher that the specified probability of correct selection will be 
achieved regardless of how many of the m independent variables are in 
the true model. 
In this section, we utilize the "least favorable" concept to obtain 
curves which can be used to determine sample sizes for the polynomial 
model. Bie application of the curves for more general models satisfying 
the assumptions of Section B is also described. 
1. "least favorable" concept 
Let X > 0 be any fixed positive real number. Clearly 
S'(X) 
P(Ejx) = V > f] 
e 
S 8 '  (X)  
> Pr[^ V < f, V > f] 
e e 
where 8'(X) and 8' ..(X) are identically distributed as non-central chi 
m m—J. 
square random variaf*îs with one degree of freedom and non-centrality 
parameter X . Similarly, for -1=1+1,... ,m-l , we obtain 
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P(\+ll^) = Pr[^ V < f, V < f, V > f] 
e e e 
rm ®i+l 
>Pr[^v<f, ..., -|-iv<f, -|—v>f] 
e e e 
= P(EJX) . 
Hence, for fixed X , we have 
P(E^H) > > ... > P(E^i|X) . b.tl) 
Considering the probability 
P(E^IX) = Pr(^v <f, <f) , 
e e 
we note that since 
S s 
2âM P(E^3_1X) = Pr(^ V < f, ..., V < f) 
eo e e 
then 
P(E^|X) < P(E^^|X) for X—œ . (5.42) 
However, the inequality in Equation 5.42 does not hold when X is not 
large. 3hus, both the model with r variables and the model with r+1 
variables must be considered when seeking the least favorable model for a 
fixed X . We can farther simplify the problem by observing that 
X) > (1 - , (5.43) 
where the inequality follows immediately from Kimball's inequality. From 
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Equations $.41 and $.43, we can conclude that, for fixed X , 
> M n [ P ( E ^ J X ) ,  ( 1 .  ( 5 . 1 A )  
therefore, to assure that the probability of correct selection for a given 
X is at least some specified level, it is sufficient to make sure that 
P(E^^jX) is greater than the prescribed level. Prom Equation how­
ever, it follows that the selected probability level should not be chosen 
greater than (l - . 
For the never pool procedure, we have seen that it suffices to give 
primary consideration to the model having r+l variables when regarding 
the probability of correct selection fxosoL a least favorable viewpoint. For 
the always pool procedure, a result like the relationship given by Equation 
5.^1 has not been found for Q(A |X) . However, the fact that more 
variables must be deleted (i.e., more tests made) to correctly select the 
model with variables than , -t+l intuitively suggests that a similar 
relationship would hold. Biis is also substantiated by a limited numer­
ical investigation. IDaus, as a rule it seems reasonable to again consider 
only the models with r and r+l variables "vrtien determining the sample 
size for the always pool procedure. 
2. Results for the general polynomial model ' 
a. Definition of the model Hhe general form of the k-th degree 
polynomial is 
y = "Yq + + ... + + e . (5.^5) 




y c + PgPiU) + ... + + e (5.46) 
where m=k4-l and the Pj(x) are determined from the sample data 
(i=l,...,n) , "by the following reciarsive relation (see Ealston (1965), 
pages 240-243): 
p_^(x) = 0 
Po(z) = 1 (5.47) 
= (z - nj+i)Pj(x) - 6jPj_^Cx) , 0 < j <m-2 
dhe Ti • and ô. are defined so that 
Zp^.(x.) Pj,(%.) ={ 
0 , 3/ j' , 
' j = j' ' 
(5.48) 
where d^. > 0 . From Equations 5*47 and 5.48, it can he shown that 
"^j+l " n = ^  ' 0 < j < m-2 (5.49) 
a. ; 1 < j < m-2 (5.50) 
!Dius, for arbitrary values x^,...,x^ , the value of p^(x^^) (l <j < m-1; 
i=l,...,n) can be commuted via Equations 5.47; 5*49; and 5.5O. Ihe model 
given by 5.46 can then be fitted by the method of least squares to obtain 
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the estimate of 
Vl ° r illl'jK'yi ' 0<3<m-l • 
J 
3he sums of squares are computed to be 
®®d+i " ^?3+i ' 0 < 3 < m-i , 
- jÎL®3 ' 
and the non-centrality parameter X. is 
J 
, 1 < j < m , (5.51) 
where and cr are fixed but unknown constants. 
b. Determination of sample size We now consider the problem of 
determining the sample size required to assure that the correct degree 
polynomi al. is selected, when it is known that the true model has degree 
no higher than k=m-l . Bae full model is thus given by Equation 5.4$. 
In order to numerically investigate the probabilities of correct 
selection, we must assume that the (i=l,,..,n) , are given. For 
this purpose, we fix x^ to be the equally spaced positive integers, i.e. 
x^ ^  i , X —1, ..., n # 
For these values of x , the associated values of the d. (j=0,l,.. .,m-
^ J 
are given in Table 5.2 for m=4. and n^,6,...,30 . 
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Table $.2. Sums of squares , and d^ for orthogonal 
polynomials with = i , (i=l, ...,n) . 
Sample Sums of squares 
£.--e (n) d^ dg d^ 
5 10.0 14.0 l4.4 
6 17.5 37.3 64.8 
7 28.0 84.0 216.0 
8 42.0 168.0 594.0 
9 60.0 308.0 1425.6 
10 82.5 528.0 3088.8 
11 110,0 858.0 6177.6 
12 143.0 1334.7 11583.0 
13 182.0 2002.0 20592.0 
Ik 227.5 2912.0 35006.4 
15 280.0 4125.3 57283.2 
l6 340.0 5712.0 90698.4 
17 408.0 7752.0 139536.0 
18 484.5 10336.0 209304.0 
19 570.0 13566.0 306979.2 
20 665.0 17556.0 441282.6 
21 770.0 22432.7 622987.2 
22 8^.5 28336.0 865260.0 
23 1012.0 35420.0 1184040.0 
2k 1150.0 43853.3 1598454.0 
25 1300.0 53820.0 2131272.0 
30 2247.5 134250.7 7689686.4 
50 10412.5 1732640.0 277457544.0 
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We consider first the determination of a sample size for the never 
pool procedure. Since (l - o:)^ ^  is a function of neither X nor n 
and, for fixed X , 
inf P(E |X) >irdn[P(E |X), (1 - , 
T < I  <m ^ 
attention here is focused directly on P(E^^jX) . Deciding on a sample 
size thus is reduced to the problem of finding the value of n required 
to ensure that P(E^^| is at least a specified level P^ for a 
given value of . The notation X^^ is used in place of X to 
emphasize that the researcher need only specify P^ for the (rH)-8t 
term in the model. Again, it is noted that P^ must be chosen to satisfy 
P^<(l_o:r-' . 
Otherwise, P^ cannot be attained for any sample size. 
Since the d. are known for the polynomial model (Table 5.2), the 
decision between specifying X^^ or is a subjective one. We 
assume in the discussion to follow that the researcher specifies a value 
of for TAiich he desires 
Therefore, we obtain curves of P(E^^|X^^) for fixed sample sizes as 
a function of instead of X^^^ . 
Figures 5.5 to 5.8 exhibit curves of P(E^^|X^^) against 
for n=8(2)20,25,30,50 with r=l , a=0.05,0.01 , and m=3,^ . The 
curves for m=3 (Figures 5.5 and 5.7) correspond to the situation in 
P(E^l) 
0.00 o.io 0.20 0.30 o.uo 0.50 0.60 0.70 
Figure 5.5. Never pool probability curves for a=0.05 , m=3 , r=l 
"Vi' 
0.00 O.IO O.HO 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 
Figure 5.6 .  Never pool probability curves for a=0.05 , , r=l . 
8 
0.00 U.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 





0.50 0.30 0.20 0.60 0.70 0.00 0.10 
Figure 5.C. Never pool probability curves for «=0.01 , m=4 , r=3. . 
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which the fall model is a quadratic, m=4 (Figures 5.6 and 5.8) to the 
situation "s^ere the full model is a cubic. Only the intercept is known 
a priori to be in the model and, hence, r is assumed equal to 1 . 
To illustrate the use of the curves, assume that the researcher knows 
the maxiTmm, order polynomial required to fit his data is a cubic. Further 
assume that the significance level to be used is chosen as O.O5 , and he 
desires a probability of at least P^=0.85 that the correct model will 
be selected when 
iPgAI > 0.25 . 
Since the probability of selecting the model 
y = + e 
lAien it is the true model is (.95)^=0«85T » his requirement of will 
be satisfied if the sample size is large enough to assure that PCE^jXg) 
is greater than O.85 . Entering Figure 5.6 with |Pg/cr| =0.2^ , a sample 
size of 15 is found to be sufficient for this purpose. Using Table 5*2, 
Xg for a sample size of I5 is 
Xg = (280.0) (0.25)^ = 17.5 • 
Ihe probability of correct selection idien the true model is quadratic 
(-1=3) or cubic (t=^) is then greater than O.85 lâien X equals 17*5 • 
Although I Pg/cr) is specified when determining the sample size, it 
is noted that X is used \Aien relating the probability to the quadratic 
and cubic terms. !Ihis may appear to be an inconsistency. It is pointed 
158 
out, however, that the contribution of a given term in the model depends 
upon the value of both the p . and the associated independent variable. 
W 
The contribution of the linear and quadratic terms cannot then be logically 
equated by coniparing jPg/®"! ^th |p^/cr( . Biis is better acconçlished 
via X. (3=2,3) idiich are functions of both p. and d. ^ (i.e., x.) . 
J J J J 
Figure 5.6 can actually be used for other choices of m and r sub­
ject to the restrictions n-m > 1 and m-r=3 • To illustrate the proce­
dure, assume m=5 and r=2 . In Figure ^ .6^ the degrees of freedom 
associated with each curve is n-4 . Since m is now assimed to equal 
5 , the curve n=n^ must be considered as n=n^+l to adjust for the 
additional parameter. Also, the entry point must be revised to 
con5>ensate for the change in d^ that arises because r and n are 
modified. In Figure 5*6, the curves were counted for 
where the notation d^(«) is used instead of d^ to emphasize that the 
d. are functions of n . When m=5 and r=2 , the appropriate entiy 
J 
point, if is specified as O.25 as before, is 
dp(nfl) X 
(0.25) 
^ere dg(n+-l)/d^(n) can be computed from Table 5.2. For example, the 
entry point for the curve n=8 is 
le/Tl = (0.25) (^^)* = 0.68 , 
and for n=10 , 
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jpyo-l = (0.25) = 0.81 . 
For n=10 , the value of P(E^|X^) is greater than O.85 . Hence, a 
sample size of n+l=ll is sufficient to ensure that the probability of 
correct selection is hi^er than O.85 for |p^^/cr| > 0.25 'vrtien m=5 
and r=2 . 
Finally, we note that Tang's probability curves can be used to deter­
mine a sample size for the always pool procedure. For the specified value 
of I ' the curves are entered to determine the smallest n sat­
isfying 
\m-r 
3. Application to other linear models 
53ie curves presented can actually be utilized for any model satisfying 
the assumptions of Section B if the values of dj are known. A modifica­
tion of the entry point similar to that described for higher order poly­
nomials is required. Assuming the researcher can control the values taken 
on by the independent variables, he could comopute for each n the values 
^^1 = 5SL*r+-l,j * 
Ihe appropriate entry points for m=4. and r=l are 
where d^ is given in Table 5.2 and IPg/®"! to be specified. 
l6o 
H. Concluding Bemarks 
ÏÏO attempt has been made to suggest a procedure for selecting the 
level a to be used. Referring to Figure 5-9^ the relationship between 
the probability curves for (3=0.01 and O.o5 are illustrated for n=10 
and m=4 . For large , (2=0.01 leads to a higher probability, 
"Whereas for smal 1 , a=0.05 gives a higher probability. Hhus, the 
choice of a that would be "optimal" for a given problem would depend on 
both n and the unknown non-centrality parameter. 
Same consideration was given to the ^ ecification of a prior distribu­
tion on X for investigating the probability of correct selection. How­
ever, the expense of computing the probabilities proved very costly, and 
we shall not discuss this approach. 
It is well-known that the inclusion of too many variables can increase 
the mean square error in model building. It is noted here that the prob­
ability of correct selection decreases as m-r increases. Shis increase 
is closely related to the increase in the mean square error and further 
emphasizes the importance of excluding independent variables from the 
























Figure 5.9' Never pool probability curves for m=3 , r=l , n=10 . 
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Figure 5.10. Never pool probability curves for m=i»- , r=l , n=10 . 
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